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Nixon's 'Not The One'
At Campus Moratorium
Mr. Cherrlngton claimed that shortcomings of men, but rather bis own convictions, however.
"We are foreigners in Vietnam—
the well-publicized "credibility the obsolesence of Ideas."
gap" Johnson seemed to suffer Magee continued that America we are not understood..'.we do
About 800 Eastern students joined more than one during his administration ruined can "learn a lesson from the not understand....and we are not
million Americans in yesterday's day of moratorium his chances to be re-elected by mistake in Vietnam...a lesson welcomed by the Vietnamese
the American people.
which we unfortunately did not people."
for American dead in the war in Vietnam.
Mr.
Cherrlngton
said
that
learn
in Korea."
Mr. Curtis said that there Is
The programs at the Van Peur- Sedler cited The United States'
sem Pavilion were a Joint ef- role In Vietnam as a "mistake "Johnson betrayed this country Magee cited the lmpracttcal- no good solution to the conflict
in his promises to bring about ity of American Intervention in in Vietnam.
fort by the Ad Hoc Vietnam War from the very first"
"The worst solution," he said,
an
honorable end to the war, Vietnam—"There Is no reason
Moratorium Committee and a "If original Intervention In the
and
this
country
knew
it—and
for
America
to
regard
every
committee appointed by the East- Vietnamese civil war was Int(Continued On Page 11)
moral in 1961," Sedler said, "it this country was prepared to re- single outbreak of violence In
ern Student Council.
Ject
him
in
the
1968
election."
the
world
as
a
call
for
the
UThe three-hour program was is Just as immoral today."
"Mr. Nixon was elected by an nlted States' 'rescue squad'!"
"There was no Justification
begun with an emphatic denuncunexplained
promise to bring a Magee theorised that the "age
iation of what was termed "Mr. for the war in the beginning "
M
Nlxon's War*'
by
Robert he sald,"...there is no Justtfl- 'speedy end to the war,' " Mr. of super-powers is over." He
Cherrlngton continued, "and his said that soon there will be no
Sedler professor of law at the cation today."
promises
won for him the elec- huge world power to force its
University of Kentucky.
Dr. Cedrlc Yeo, of Eastern's
way of life upon smaller nations.
Sedler began an afternoon of History Department, was the sec- tion."
"When
Nixon
was
Inaugurated
Mr. Art Curtis, a professor
condemnation of American in- ond of the professors who conScience Detervention in Vietnam with an demned the Americans' inter- his plan for peace was forgotten," in Eastern's Social
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"Nixon has talked of peace... ternoon's most conservative
Mr. Kennedy's, then Mr. Johnfraternities handing out bids Monday. This
(Staff Photo by John Graves)
'Not Refuse To Speak
but
more
than
talk
is
needed;
speaker.
son's, and now Mr. Nixon's war."
"I could not refuse to speak Nixon, like Johnson, has betrayed Mr. Curtis related the problem Eastern has enrolled a
Sedler emphasised that he betoday,"
Dr. Yeo said "because **>•MrAmerican people," he said, of communications young people record total of 11,954 stulieves only in a complete and
led to this war
« Cherrlngton ended Ms seem to have with their par-' <!«,+... ifor the 1969 fall seimmediate troop withdrawal from I have been opposed
. ..
Iiuuch
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nrnnhuir that
that ents
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Vietnam.
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The speaker accused President
Dr. Yeo cited recent nation- President Nixon may also be soon "Your parents lived through a S ™* .
Nixon of playing politics with his wide polls which indicate that thwarted in attempts for re-el- war In which there was uttle f- Martin announced luespromises of a gradual troop with- 58% of American people are dis- ection if he does not act quick- doubt what was right and what fay.
was wrong," Mr. Curtis ex- The total includes
9,619
satisfied with the United States' ly to end the war.
drawal.
James
Magee,
a
graduate
in
plained.
students
on
the
Richmond
Sedler said that the only solu- position In Vietnam,
he said, campus, 704 at the university'
tion he sees to the conflict in "I thought I would speak to- the political science department "Unfortunately,"
Eastern, opted emotional "most wars aren't like that'* Model Laboratory School and
Southeast Asia Is immediate day," Dr. Yeo added "to. help at
s eftkln
r
* tor a m°r« educational He continued that the war la l M enrolled In OS off-campus
withdrawal of American troops Mr." Nixon fulfill Ids campaign P
be announced, and Tau Kappa banauet in the Student Union
approach
to
condemnation
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Vietnam
was
one
where
rights
Extension
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being
offered
Fraternity
rush
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with
promise
to
end
the
war."
and the free election of a coaland wrong were almost indlsting- u so Kentucky counties.
non-preference parties Friday Epsilon party at 7:30 (dates), (dates), Pi Kappa Alpha party at
ition government by "all the
Dr. Yeo quoted two American war in Vietnam.
St. Agatha's
Hall, Phi Delta
"The
problem
in
Vietnam."
ulsbable.
The
on
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total
repand
preference parties Saturday,
Vietnamese people—from both military
leaders,
Generals
Also,
Pi
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stag
per-Theta
party
to
be announced.
Magee
said,
"is
not
so
much
the
The
speaker
was
emphatic
la
resents a 4.6 per cent increase
the North and the South."
Elsenhower and Rldgeway, with
ty
in
Winchester
Delta
Upellon
Sigma
Nu
party
to
be announced',
(439 students) over the comparRushees will meet at 2 p.m.
statements they made in the
party with the Kappa Phi Delta Beta Omlcron Chi party at tne
able
figure
for
1968,
which
was
Sunday
In
theGrise
Room.
Combs
1950*8 revealing their fears of
9460.
Building, where they will indicate SororUy and Alpha CMAjpta Officer'.
<^ * 7*° J^
American military Involvement
Thgla Cld
smoker
at
the
Alumni
House
from
party
at theLeataftoa
All
but
17.8
per
cent
of
the
the fraternity they wish to Join,
in Southeast Asia.
8:30
to
9:30
p.m.
Aquatic
Club,
and
Tau Kappa
campus
enroUment
are
Kentucky
and,
a
second
choice
If
desired.
Dr. Yeo reminded his audience
Epsilon to be announced.
residents. This represents a
of the "thousands on both sides
lubstantlal decrease In the outFraternities will hand out their
Friday, Oct. 17 begins preferwho have been killed...maimed..
of-state,
enrollment,
down
from
bids
Monday at 6 p.m.
ence parties which will be by
Elections for class officers and or blinded from combat in Viet22 per cent last year.
Invitation only and are scheduled
IS Homecoming Queen candi- nam."
There also is an additional Students must have completed as follows: Tau Kappa Epsilon
dates were today in the residence
2500-3000 in correspondence at least U hours at Eastern and party to be announced, Alpha
Want Peace
halls.
presently be attending here full Chi Alpha party to be announced.
Robert Warflald, chairman of course programs.
Voting
will end at 4 p.m. "The people of South Vietnam
BY
JOHN
PERKINS
Only
14.8
per
cent
of
the
firsttime
In order to Join a fraternity, Kappa Alpha party at the Paris
the committee In charge of all
Polls are in all residence halls only want peace " he continued.
Nc
time
freshmen
are
from
outside
Country Club, Phi Delta Theta
except Miller and McCreary, "And they want their indepenHomecoming preparations, said Kentucky. This compares with
This week's activities began party to be announced, Pi Kappa
which are incorporated Into one dence from all outside powers.'.'
poll in the lobby of Beckham
Dr. Yeo finished his brief
all organisation presidents when
«f an estimated uo men.
v.F.W.. and the Delta Upsilon
Hall. Commuters should vote words with his conviction that The HI $ Warehouse, the warehouse opens to discuss men in 1968.
extenin any of* the residence halls. "the only honorable thing we can where campus organizations homecoming float regulations.
•"■Greek
Banquet,
smokers
Party
at the Landsdown Country
sion enrollment, 464 are enrolled andTheopen house were Monday Club In Lexington,
Results should be announced do with this war is to get out." &re scheduled to build tne
Eastern President Robtonight
beginning
Professor Jerry Cherrlngton, more than 30 Homecoming
Warfield said Tuesday night in 14 extension classes designed with most parties
ert
R. Martin told the StuMore Parties
One of toe 15 queen candidates of Eastern's Philosophy Depart- floats for next weekend's that 34 organizations had turned tor practitioners In law enforce- Tuesday.
dent
Council Tuesday that
will be selected Saturday, Oct. ment, followed Dr. Yeo with his festivities, will open at 5 in float applications last week. ment at eight locations.
tne two most
A
breakdown
by
classification
25, by an off-campus panel prior
Parties also to be Friday will
threatening
people9
Parties Continue
of students on the Richmond camto the Homecoming football game have been "betrayed" by Pres- o'clock Saturday afternoon
be: toe Omega Phi Psl party problems on campus are the
Warfield has also received 30 pus shows 3,874 freshmen, 1,845
so that work may begin.
with Western.
"I hope both the Greeks and to be announced and the Beta use of alcohol and drugs.
idents Johnson and Nixon.
pre - queen candidate appli- sophomores, 1,404 Juniors, 1,703
the rushees make this week as Omlcron Chi, "Casino Royale" the president termed the use
cations, a field which will be seniors; • and
793 graduate profitable as possible and each party from 8 p.m. to midnight, of alcohol the "real big probnarrowed to 15 candidates after
students.
rusheee and fraternity accept
today's voting is completed at
the
men which best. fit their
4 p.m.
ideals," Richard Judson, inter-fraternity council president, •P. N„;
K.C.0.
Need Oan
Dr
w
tvin
9
\\Ti
9 said
saia Sunday.
Hunuay. Parties
raraes will
wui conIn WJUO S WHO tinue tonight to help both make Saturday night will close rush Martin stressed that Eastern
warfield said that toe Hometheir decisions, with a Kappa functions with the following pre- students "Involved with dope will
coming committee Is having diffiThe names of five Eastern Alpha party at the NCD club ference parties: Delta Upsilon b« suspended. They are a danculty In obtaining a sufficient students were omitted In tost from 7:30 p.m. to midnight Sigger to this campus."
number of convertibles for the week's listings in "Who's Who ma Nu smoker in Todd Hall from
He added that the University
Homecoming parade Saturday Among Students in American 8 to 9 p.m. and Phi Delta Theta
would not wait for court decisions
morning, Oct. 25.
smoker to be annunced.
involving alleged drug users
Universities and Colleges."
Any person who would like to The names were James Culfor it to take disciplinary action.
lend a late model convertible for berteon, Sandra F. Fryman, Tun
Also, Beta Omlcron Chi cookout
"We will separate them from
the parade can turn in his name, B. Leaferatek, Barbara P. Rob- at Adam's Cave at 6:30 p.m. with
the University first," he emphasaddress, and a description of bins and Carol Williamson.
no dateSj Theta Chi open house
ized. "I make this plea in the
toe car to the Student council Forty Eastern students were on tne eighth floor of Dupree
best of terms to you. I don't
office in toe Student Union Build- named to the publication.
Hall Omega Phi Psl party to
want anyone to misunderstand.
ing.
Next Monday is toe deadline We owe it to you to tell you
Warfield said that he Plans for
for nominations for Woodrow what will happen If you get inthis year's Homecoming week- SEARCH FOR SILK'
Wilson National Fellowship Foun- volvedwlth drugs."
ends to be one of toe proverb- ~
datlon awards.
Dr Martin bad asked to adtally "bigger and better" events
students who wUl have com- dress the Council and spoke to the
of the year.
pieted undergraduate work by assembly for about 45 minutes.
Friday night will be headlined
September, 1970, are eligible The president also discussed
with the annual Homecoming
for nominations which should be **>• Student Affairs Report and toe
Dance. Richmond's now-famous
submitted to Dr. Glenn O. Carey. Raport on Academic Rights and
Exiles will provide the music
associate dean of the College of ResponsiblUtles, which he said
for the formal event, which will
Arts and Sciences, Roark 106. clarified "what you can and can
be from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.
not do and remain a student here."
There will also be a dance at
Eastern men marched on charged the Case Hall entrance
He added that the reports
new Muleb ,rn S tur
Ume tat 8topp
at
"spelled
out the whole process of
2?S?
*
*
'
the
women's
residence
halls
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day night
due process."
late Sunday and Monday porch steps each time.
said that "we
And he noted that "what we
nights this week in "panty hadMr.no Lockrldge
real
trouble
from
the
have
tried to do throughout the
Bus To Be Ui
raids," of sorts.
boys. The nights were just hot
the. Powell (Student Affairs) ReProgress editors estimated the and muggy and everyone seemed
port is Involve students."
A bus shuttle service will be
Referring to the student asavailable for those students who peak groups at 400 Sunday night to be a Uttle bored."
and
200
Monday
night.
But
he
added,
"I
wouldn't
want
sociation
constitution which now
won't be able to drive to the
Graduate students should have is being revised, Dr. Martin
Sunday
night's
incident,
it
to
happen
every
night
'
Barn for the 8 p.m. til 1 a.m.
which began about 11:30 and lastCampus Security officers were their pictures taken for the Mile- said that "we want It to be a
dance.
ed
about
two
hours,
Involved
each
called
to the disturbances both stone tomorrow (Friday) and landmark—one that will last"
The bus will leave the Daniel
of
the
co-ed
residence
halls
as
nights, as was Acting Dean of Saturday in the lobby of the StuThe president also said that
Boone statue at 7, 8 and 9 p.m.,
dent Union Building.
the
men
marched
successively
Students,
Thomas D. Myers.
he hoped the concept of "in
and will bring students back to
Two students climbed onto
An students who have not loco parentis" (in the place of a
campus at 10, U, 12 and at 1 to McGregor, Case, Burnam,
Clay, Sullivan, Walters and Tel- the roof of Clay Hall's date had their pictures taken should parent) by the University is
a.m.
lounge Sunday night and were report next Monday. Tuesday or "deftd"
There will be no charge for ford halls.
.
ordered down by security of- Wednesday between 11:30 a.m. "We are past toe concept of
the Saturday night dance.
Monday night's "march" be- ficers.
Float rules include:
and 4 p.m. and between 5 and ^° loco *^» .„*„TSJ?
gan
about
9:30
and
broke
upabout
threw
underSome
co-eds
8:30 P.S. Students who do not Jope once and for an 111todead
Floats will not exceed 14 feat
in height or U feet In width. 11, .with the men moving from garments from room windows have their pictures taken will °» ^ <**«>«»• *■ ■«*• *«»
The Homecoming Committee Telford to clay, Case and Mc- though others dumped water not be Included
in the 1970 **•
He closed by saying be hopes
to the ground.
recommends that float and dec- Gregor haUs.
Milestone.
that a full-time person can be
Mr. Billy Lpckrldge, director
Acting Dean of Students Myoration costs not exceed $250.00.
told The Progress that "as Pictures are taken free. Co- #mployed in the residence halls
All parade vehicles must be of safety and security, told ers
long
M" noone was trylna to gel «ds should wear a medium shade ln ttt ar#a <* student service.
The
Progress
this
week
that
to
provided by the sponsoring orInto
the
dorms there really Isn't blouse or sweater and men should He also noted that student reganisation. Drivers of parade ve- his knowledge there had been
much
cause
for alarm."
wear a dark coat and tie.
creatlonal facilities will be exno
damage
resulting
from
the
hicles must be eligible to have a
A
similar
Incident
also
ocFriendship
packets
will
remain
panded
by the addition of the
incidents.
motor vehicle on campus.
curred
last
Thursday
night
at
on
sale
to
all
students
who
have
University
Center and 26 acres
.
None
of
the
men
entered
the
No decoration or float will be
Case
Hall
Involving
a
smaller
had
their
pictures
taken
for
the
which
are
being
converted into an
dorms,
Mr.
Lockrldge
said,
Tame squirrels? The ones in Eastern's ravine
the photographer. Or was It "ham it up"?
Judged unless a paid application
group
of
men.
Milestone
this
year.
intramural
field.
though Monday night the group
are. In fact, this one stopped to "pose" for
(Photo by Craig Cloverl has been submitted.
BY JOHN PERKINS
News Editor
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Aren't They Cute!

Are Class Elections Needed At Eastern?
Of all the activities on Easterns campus,
class elections have to be the cutest.
A ho-,t of attractive young ladies and collegiate looking young men, running on tickets with catchy names, make it a marvelous
activity for students to observe.
Like their counterparts in the various
levels of "official" government, they have
the posters, lapel pins, and numerous other
ingenious devices to catch the eye of the
student voter.
It would seem that any activity which
strains the smiles and pocketbooks of so
many people would have a positive outcome, but,alas, like a Homecoming parade,
it is a joyous thing to watch and to participate in, but but the resultant effect is merely
rubbish.
Class elections are the outdated heritage
of the collegiate past. They were more
functional in the days of gold fish-swallowing and phone booth-stuffing than they are
now on the modern university campus.
No longer are they an effective means of

campus government. Class administration
has been pre-empted by campus-wide government, as the organization which provides
campus leadership and initiative.
At Eastern, the Student Council is the
vital and motivating force in campus politics. Major issues of campus importance are
brought before this body for debate and
action. These sub-, or class, governments
serve only as a pseudo-honor for those 28
students who are elected, and as a by-product, confound and confuse others with the
multitudinous levels of campus government.
Identity is the key factor in the demise
of these organs. With the possible exception of the freshmen class, students no
longer identify with their class categorization. If, in fact, identification is present at
all, students identify with the university in
general, not with some remote class.
Class governments have now degenerated
to the point where some classes have as their
only function the planning of a single
dance, such as the Junior class and the

Long Live The Group
By ALLEN TRIMBLE
The individual is dead, long live the
group.
Group identification has become a deplorable tenet of our society. No longer does a
person's thoughts, reactions, or personality
serve as criteria for judgment among his
peers. We have "advanced" to the level
where only the "important" factors count;
hair length, manner of dress, skin pigment,
etc.
During the summer, while in Lexington,
an incident occurred which branded this fact
clearly in my mind. I noticed two young
men walking in front of me, adorned in
dirty blue jeans, sweat shirt and the matching shoulder length hair.
After walking a few blocks, they turned
to the curb and began to cross the street.
In the midst of crossing, an elderly lady
in a late model car turned the corner, accelerated her vehicle, and aimed at the two
men. With some effort and a bit of luck,
the two made it to the safety of the other
sidewalk.
It was apparent that the reasoning of this
self-proclaimed executioner was fabricated,
because of her antipathy towards the group
into which she had visually categorized
them. Personally they were far removed
from this individual, yet she despised them
because of their group identification.
Though thesejictions are disturbing, when
considered in relationship with other characteristics of our society, they are consist-

Prom. It seems as though activities of this
nature and the administration of funds allotted to each class from student fees would
be more effectively administered if they
were handled through committees of the
Student Council, in much the same manner
as Homecoming is now carried out
Many people maintain that class elections
are an essential outlet for students to practice "democratic" principles. In class elections the issues are vague, in most instances
non-existent. The outcome of elections is
dependent upon the tickets' or individuals'
popularity, rather than on issues or constructive platforms. It's nauseating to think
that this can be considered a practice in
democratic principles.
The mere procedure of having elections to
determine a winner, which is certainly the
case in these elections, is useless. It
would be just as senible to determine class
officers by the length of their hair or by
letting them guess the number of pennies in
a jar, for it would take just as much skill and
would be much easier to clean up after.
It seemsd be more beneficial for the campus if these 28 individuals, who will be
elected class officers, became active in student government, or "if they would make
themselves available for committee appointments which the council is now trying to fill.
But then there's nothing like calling back
home and telling the family, "Dad, I just
got elected president of my class, and incidentally, the guy down the hall just
swallowed 27 goldfish."

eat. The trend for the past 100 years has,
been toward efficiency. "To do more with
less effort" has permeated every aspect of
■ ■
our existence; In industry, medicine, governS?2f-*31*
ment, etc., it has become the dominant "
Father of my own blood
theme.
Why must we bide, our love behind a label?
It is a crime against humanity that this
trend has infiltrated relationships between
There is an iron shadow
people. In the quest for efficiency, or simOf an immense matted furry black dog
ple apathy, which ever the case may be,
Panged with the arms of his day
just over the salty waters.
people in general have ceased to evaluate
their peers according to their own sets of
The starred and khaki jungle beasts are
values or mores.
and will be
It has become more "efficient" to gather
constant like the constant roar
people accordingly, and then decide to what
tf you do not \isten again.
group they will let themselves associate.
I know your tortures
Maybe if we "advance" far enough, we
as you do not know them.
will be able in the future to select an IBM
1 know your pain, your failure of mind,
card which will list the people we "should"
your struggle against the you for the they.
become associated with, thus doing away
1 know of your years, your good-bad decades
with the time consuming chore of evaluamore than you will know
ting people on our own.
with your beaten soul.
You see, My Father, my blood,
The most intense insult that a person can
direct toward another, is to refer to him,
the almighty overwhelming THEY
not by name, but by the group with which
have not yet beaten me.
1 have my flowers left,
they have identified him. This reference
my body,
to a group instead of individual, implies
that this person has sacrificed his personal
part of my mind and soul.
Until they come to destroy the final 1,
identity for a more "authoritative" or "impressive" group identification.
Let us touch in passing,
I loving
When compared to inter-personal relationships, other elements of our society
you perhaps remembering.
seem merely secondary or minor.
TWO FRIENDS OF ANOTHER TIME.
It is a pity that they have degenerated to
Steve Callender
the group level.
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Amendment
Dear Editor:
AH members of the Eastern academic community are urged to five serious consideration
to the constitutional amendment to appear on
the ballot In the general election next month
providing- for annual sessions of the legislature.
A fact of politcal life la that constitutional
amendments are often neglected by many
voters, thus leaving the decision to a relatively
few persona.
Political scientists In general are overwhelmingly In favor of annual legislative sessions as an
arrangement supporting stronger and more Independent representative Institutions. Thirtyone other states have annual sessions, and nine
more are considering similar amendments.
This is a bipartisan issue of significance for the
structure of Commonwealth government
D. B. PettenglU

Moratorium
Dear Editor:
What do we know now that the Vietnam War
Moratorium Is over?
Let me ask the question tat another way. After
we congratulate ourselves for the success of
Oct 16, after we make those few speculations

Forum Topic
Many people have labeled it a cool day,
in October when, for once, America thought,
while others have termed it a massive hindrance to American peace efforts. Whatever
the position, feelings are intense on last
Wednesday's War Moratorium.
The Progress Forum topic for next week
will center around this subject. The topic
is, "What effects, positive or negative, do
you think the Moratorium has had on our
nation and the war."
Articles submitted to The Progress
Forum must be received in The Progress office by 5:00 p.m., Monday.

of what's to come, and after we look back In
amazement that such a thing could happen at
Eastern, do we turn our thoughts to another
concern, or simply forget that the war Is going,
s continuing reality? Christ, I hops not! But
there will be those who win go back to their
room and write home to mommy and daddy
about Eastern's campus radicals and the little
get-together they had last Wednesday, "and
please can you send me some more money — I
need a pair of bell bottoms, everyone is wearing
'sin."
..-,••
,....-,.
What do we do now that the Vietnam War
Moratorium is over? First we remember it tar
not over. The Vietnam War Is not over. And
maybe, we can find room on this campus now
for a group that doesn't have to worship only
Greek Gods, or believe only in a two party system, or a particular religion to be recognised by
the administraiton.
Win Timothy Flster

ci

A Yea Vote
Dear Editor:
The general election on November 4 wiU call
for a decision by the voters of Kentucky on the
question of annual sessions for the General Assembly. I believe this decision to increase the
available tune for serious legislative determination Is Important to the political, social and
economic progress of the Commonwealth.
When the writers of the present constitution
restricted the legislative session to sixty days
every two years they were responding to the
recognised need of the agrarian society which
characterized Kentucky In 1891. The needs of
1909, and the years which are ahead, present
far more complicated political, social and economic complexity than was conceived in 1891.
At the present time the cost of the legislative
process In Kentucky is about 40c per capita.
This is a small cost indeed for the policy making body of a $2.5 business.
I encourage all students who win have opportunity to vote on November 4th to support
the annual session and vote "YES" for the proponed amendment, and to encourage those at
home to do likewise.
Rodger 8. Qunn
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A 'Jeepful' Of Graft

The Army Is Having Its Problems
By CHARLES HOUSE
Editorial Featiirist
To anyone who has been reading the
newspapers these past few weeks, one fact
stands out loud and clear, the Army, like
Job, is having its problems.
The problems are coming from within,
without and from every conceivable direction except (and this is highly unusual)
from the "new left,*'; the usual source of
the Army's headaches.
The youthful new left seems to recognize
that the Army is doing enough to soil its
own image, and the young critics are directing their energies elsewhere, i.e. the political powers that be who are behind our
abominable Vietnam policy.
The newspapers are full of tales of graft,
vice and corruption on such a scale as to
make the Cosa Nostra envious. (Assuming,
of course, that the mob isn't already connected). And everyone is familiar with the
Green Beret murder incident, a case which
has left a credibility gap wide enough for
Lyndon Johnson to loose himself in.
Then there's the quaint and colorful story
of Major General Carl C. Turner, retired
Army Provost Marshall who admitted that
he received thousands'of dollars worth of
guns from the police departments of Chicago and Kansas Gty for his personal use.
Forget the statements by police department officials who said that they "turned
over" the guns to General Turner for use
as army training weapons. Retired general
Turner has assured_us and the United
States Senate (who has a major investigation into the "irregularities" being conduct-

Is It Deserved?

Nixon Receives Criticism
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON — President Nixon has
taken a more conciliatory stand on the Vietnam war than almost any American would
have dreamed a year ago.
Any fair-minded observer must admit
khat it is Nixon who has made the concession to peace and that it is the Communists
who have remained obdurate — except for
a possible silent decision in Hanoi to let
the scale of fighting subside.

Americans were talking about South Vietnamese corruption, I was warning abou$
American corruption. I detailed PX scandals involving hairspray and nylons; I told
of the crooks getting rich peddling U.S. antibiotics, even to the enemy; I cited an Amer»can who got scores of thousands of dollars
by palming off detergents as "battery additives." Later I told of phony trips through
Saigon by military brass seeking tax deductions
f°* being in a "combat zone."
But the crookedness continued, touching
Anyone with any knowledge of the sit- generals as well as sergeants. Now, as Conuation knows that Mr. Nixon is right when gressional probers bare some of the lurid
he says that flamboyant American details, the American people experience a
protests will only encourage North Vietnam new wave of disgust over the fact that this
to remain stuborn and hopeful of total war is mostly a get-rich-quick enterprise
American capitulation.
for the greedy slick.
When there are such obvious reasons to
So it is easy for Americans to conclude
feel sorry for President Nixon and the bind that this is a war without moral basis or
that he is in, why is there so little sympathy content — that it is just one big stupid confer him? Whether it is Memphis, Tenn., flict in which the gravy is up for grabs and
Jonesboro, Ark., Chicago, or the nation's the smart cat who doesn't get killed gets fat
capital there is simply no inclination to rally 2. The people who are not disgusted by
"round a leader caught in a most unenviable the stealing petty or ponderous, are revolted
s uec2C
S
-"fe-*6 9lllous k^ing highlighted in the reThere are several reasons why Mr. Nixon cent Green Berets affairs.
" .',', *
is going to#»t an undeserved clobbering on < 3. And ottT must no* Overlook the fact
Vietnam'.
that most Americans long ago ceased to
The first is that he has offended a lot believe statements made by their officials
of people with his domestic policies. The on Vietnam. If these officials are not promconservative trend makes it impossible for ising victory tomorrow, they are warning of
these groups to punish him on key domes- a massive enemy attack day after tomortic issues — civil rights, the Haynsworth row. Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of
appointment, rising unemployment, and the military Joint Chiefs of Staff, was just,
half-employment — so the liberals and the in Saigon, ominously predicting a new
moderates will go after him on an issue enemy offensive. This was less than two
where American disenchantment is non- weeks after President Nixon had made the
partisan and virulent.
hopeful announcement that North VietEven Americans who initially backed our
involvement in Vietnam and who believe
American capitulation to the Viet Cong
would have calamitous repercussions in the
Far East are going to make life miserable
for Nixon on the Vietnam issue because
they are frightened by Art. Gen. Mitchell,
or they are infuriated by Nixon's ploy of
trying to offer a liberal and a conservative
posture on every issue, or they oppose his
Stance on issues like tax reform.
Then, there are other reasons for a publie attitude on Vietnam that may in the long
run be inimical to every interest of fostering
democracy in Asia.
1. The crooks and thieves have dissipated
most of the moral content of the U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
More than three years ago, when many

"f^ ^filtration was down sharpty - a
™ggf*°" that perhaps Hanoi ain't
a
S°™ *** ™ no more,
* But whcn vou add UP aI1 the rcasons **
mc woes that are
M befalling President
Nlxon
rt
« «* ? ^mentioned may be most
important: nothing fails like failure.
. A majority of Americans now say om
involvement was a mistake because time
nas snown 1C to
be.
*> *** complain. They don't know exactl what thc would
Y
f
<*<> «* President, but
***? complain.
And some wiI1 do lt with
«** 8&0 because the man they rail against is a Republican who, no matter what be says, writes off
the
blacks and the poor and the Eastern
esatblishment and seeks to mold a Southernconservative majority.

ed in the Army) that he understood that the
weapons were for his personal use. (Honest,
he said it right there on the tube, for one
and all to see).
It's a nice hobby, gun collecting. Especially when your moral code allows you to
sell your weapons to a dealer in North Carolina, who had the guns earmarked for sell
to South American revolutionaries (according to the Washington Post).
General Turner admitted he pocketed
the profits from the sell of the guns and he
also admitted that he did not pay income
tax on 16,800 made from the sell. (It's
only a hobby.)
He also lost his arms and tax records for
other transactions (shucks!) and promised
that he would start a new one.
General Turner was called before the
Senate Committee in the first place to testify on alleged "irregularites" (there's that
word again) in the operation of several
service clubs in the Army.
The service club issue is really a "hot"
one. Senate testimony has linked a general,
a colonel and a jeep full of sergeants in an
apparently well organized racket ring,
which, as more and more testimony is being
heard, seems to have practically the entire
service club network in it's grip.
Originally Sergeant Major William
Wooldridge, at one time the army's highest
ranking non-com, was fingered by Senate
and Army investigators as the lead culprit
in a ring of sergeants who dipped into the
kitty at the clubs they were operating and
who had, in turn, become comfortably rich
in the. process.

But testimony by Staff Sergeant Ed Jones,
who was court marshalled and spent a year
in jail after being convicted of stealing from
service clubs, has linked Maj. General William Cunningham (accused of quietening
investigations into the "irregularities" Oh!)
Colonel Ferris Hardin, and Sargeant
Wooldridge, among others, of raking off
profits from slot machines and other various and sundry items.
As the investigation continues, more and
more stories of graft are coming to light
and the picture forms of an Army teaming
with corruption and greed. (I might add
though that no one, with the exception of
Sargeant Jones, has been convicted yet. So
it may all just be a lot of stories fabricated
by those nasty investigators.)
Whatever the outcome of the hearings,
the image of the Army is likely to get the
short-end of the deal. The super-spy antics
of the Green Berets, the tales of corruption
from within, the war and the whole stinking mess have given the Army a black eye
from which it may not recover for quite
some time.
When thinking about the public reaction
to these things (which has caused the army
to persecute and prosecute it's own), I cannot help but wonder if any of this would
have come to light, as much as it has, ten
years ago, when youth started taking itself
seriously and started asking all those silly
questions.
I wonder if, ten years ago, the public
would have found out about the Green
Beret case and the charges of graft and the
.. .etc., etc., etc.
_
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Akron,
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: Colonels
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The View
From Here

tnree running
has graduated but Larson thinks backfield.
accounted for 2,100
he
has
found
a
solid
replacebacks
that
BY JACK FROST
ment In newcomer Mic Huttort- yards In 1968 returned this seaStaff Sports EopeiUi
'*. son.
•» KARL PARK Progress Soerts Editor
a 6-0, 185-pound freshman.
Even with the loss of Zwisler,
Saturday the Eastern Colonels will face the sternest The Colonels will get a brief Akron has a powerful offensive
Beidleman Returns
test of its schedule — the Akron Zips. The Colonels go rest from Ohio Valley Conference machine that Is built around the
Leading the pack Is Junior scatint« thP irame with a respectable 3-1 record.
competition this week but "rest"
back Jack Beidleman, who topped
the Zip rushers with 799 yards
for
5.7 yards per carry. The 5-8,
Don Zwisler through graduation, head coach Gowton ^^SvOmmSSm^m*
155-pounder was followed by the
Larson replaced him with freshman standout £ic liunon. opp^^ „, a,e .chedule.
oldest collegiate running back
Before last week's game with Illinois State, Htttton had Th9 Saturday game in Akron's
In the nation, 28-year-old John
hit on 45 of 89 attempts for 910 yards and 10 touch- 36,000-seat Rubber Bowl has an
Vargo, with 546 yards and Jundowns. His average per completion was 20.2 yards.
*» »£j■**&<"££,__ Ak
ior, halfback Ron Lemon with
Returning from last year's squad that posted a J*jfcj*jj£»J»« A*
432 yards.
The Zips also return one of
7-2-1 record are junior splitend Dan Ruff and speedy £j^*£E£ tuVwte
the
nation's best small-college
halfback Jack Biedleman. To show the effectiveness of ^ toe colonels. Akron finished
receivers.
He Is Dan Ruff, a
the Akron passing attack, Ruff set two new Zip records with a 7-2-1 record in 1968 and
Junior
split-end
who earned Litby grabbing four TD passes for 195 yards against Ball was selected to play in the Granttle
All-American
honorable menland Rice Bowl.
State.
tion last season with his effort
Ruff has the remarkable average of 29.1 yards m,J£~*J* SKFSjSK
of 52 pass receptions for a total of 1041 yards and 11 TD's.
reception.
'"■
they are a stronger and more exThe Zips are not only a passing squad, but have a perienced team.
powerful 1-2 running combination — Ron Lemon and
KkM Praises Zips
Tough Task
Biedleman. Lemon had compiled 220 yards to BiedleAn offense like this would give
man's 204.
Zip Coach Gordon Larson had
any. coach a headache and a few
Akron, though, ta. compiled to «r^rd mainly , £™
J~~- Z
more gray hairs, and Eastern
on the strength of its defense. The "Executioners," as _season as he had to find a reCoach Roy Kldd had nothing but
the defensive unit is known, has yielded only four touch- placement" for last year's recordpraise for Akron, one of the
JACK BEIDLEMAN
highest scoring teams In the nadowns in its five games.
setting quarterback, Don ZwlsStar Akron Halfback
tion.
"We will have to play
Excluding the Illinois State statistics, the Zips' de- ler. Little AU-Amerlcan Zwisler

into

&ss psfSS hsa issrsss sa S»WK;

knm

fense had allowed only 113 yards passing and no TD's,
and only 1.5 yards per carry on the ground.
Another frightening statistic, for those who like to
compare scores, is the comparison between the Ball State
games. Eastern opened the season with a 13-0 victory,
but the Zips upended the Cardinals, 49-9.
Eastern's defensive squad has certainly come of
age in the past two games. The Headhunters have yielded
only one touchdown since the East Tennessee game.
But the offense has as yet to click as was hoped.
Quarterback Bill March has only two touchdown passes
in the first four games and has been intercepted six
times. The running game, however, has been consistent
with Jimmy Brooks having another fine year.
After coming off a 40-14 homecoming victory over
Illinois State, Akron could be primed for its second defeat. If this is to become a reality the Colonels will have
to put together all facets of the game — offense, defense,
kick coverage and kick returns.
GLOBETROTTERS TO PLAY HERE
Eastern's campus will once again be the scene of a
basketball extravaganza this season. The Harlem Globetrotters will play here Monday, Nov. 3 against the New
Jersey Reds.
The Globetrotters, featuring such star attractions
as Meadowlark Lemon and Leon Hillard, player-coach,
have won 94 per cent of the games they have played.
STAFF MAKES TRIP TO CINCINNATI
The nucleus of the Progress sports staff — this
writer, Jack Frost and Al Clark — journeyed to Cincinnati this past weekend to see the Cincinnati Bengals battlelwith the New York Jets.
*'lt was supposedly to be a battle ef mod-.quarter-j
backs — Cincinnati's Greg Cook°and New York's Joe
Namath. But this never occurred.
Cook had been hurt in the Kansas City Chief game
two weeks ago. After a brief flurry of brilliance in the
first quarter, Cook started to overshoot his receivers.
From this point on most of the 27,927 fans in Nippert Stadium knew what the outcome of the game was
going to be.
Although Sam Wyche did try to rally the Bengals,
"Joe Willie" and the Jets' defense, for perhaps the first
time this season, showed that they will once again have
tober^dconeaj^thinth^lavoffs^^^^^^^^^

£

Zip Defensive Standout
Dave Holian, senior defensive tackle for Akron, stops
Eastern's Jimmy Brooks for no gain in last year's game,
which Akron won 31-20. Holian is a main cog in a Zip defense that has Slowed the opposition only four touchdowns
in five games.
Staff Photo by Bob Whitlock

Fumble Recovery Leads
Eastern To Third Win
BY BOB BABBAGE
Staff Sports Reporter

Young Romps To Touchdown
Donnie Young, Eastern's sophomore halfback,
starts his 37-yard touchdown run against the
Austin Peay Governors. Young could see considerable action Saturday at Akron as Jimmy

THE
College Life Insurance Company
Of America
... featuring the life Insurance phut designed especially for college men, sold exclusively to college men. Ask now about "THE BENEFACTOR."

FOOTBALL FORECAST
OTHER MAJOR SCHOOLS
LOSER
Kentucky
Tennessee
Southern California
Southern Mississippi
North Carolina
Memphis State
California
Columbia
Cincinnati
Michigan State

WINNER
.
L.S.U.
^Alabama
Notre Dame
Mississippi
Florida
Miami (Ra.)
U.C.L.A.
Yale
Wichita State
Michigan

real good defense to stay In the
game," Kldd said.
Akron has been scoring In the
thirties and forties except for
the game it lost.
"They opened the season beating a good Tampa team by a big
score and mis came as a big
surprise to us/' Kldd said.
Eastern's offense has been a
little of a mystery in the early
going mis year. ■
"We don't have any consistency
on our offensive football team and
we must be more consistent In
order to win," Kldd said.
The Colonel running attack has
been consistent except for the
loss to East Tennessee.
The passing of Bill March has
been the most unpredictable aspect of the Colonel offense, but
the reason may be the lack of
time he has to throw, Kldd pointed
out, and said that this year 's
offensive line is all new from last
season.
Jimmy Brooks has continued to
drive toward another 1,000-yard
rushing season. In the last two
games he has gained almost 300
yards in leading the Colonel attack.
Brooks may be slowed down
this week due to a foot injury'
suffered In the Middle Tennessee
game last Saturday. He was on
crutches earlier this week.
The Akron defense has been
tough so far this year. They have
four front-line players returning
and some experienced defensive
backs headed by Little AllAmerican Sonny Pallija and Isavelt Amlson, who combined for
10 interceptions last year.
The defensive linemen returning are senior tackle Dave Holian, Junior middle guard Keith
Penman, and Junior ends Wayne
Harrison and Ken Krummel.

A defensive battle, pitting
Eastern's nationally-ranked defense against the stingy defense
of Middle Tennessee State Unlverslty, ended in Eastern's
second straight Ohio Valley Conference victory. The score was
14-0.
i
The win vaulted the Colonels
into a tie for second place In
the OVC behind powerful East
Tennessee, who has given Eastern Its only loss in four games.
"We really respected this team
and we were tickled to death to
shut them out," Coach Roy Kldd
said.
"You don't see many

Brooks suffered a minor injury at Middle
Tennessee. However, Brooks is expected to
start against the Zips.
Staff Photo by Bob Whitlock
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shut-outs anymore."
appeared as though It had been
Kldd continued that bis defense pre-arranged.
was the fifth best of any small
Eastern's other score came on
college team in the country.
a pass after Jimmy Brooks had
Kldd noted that offensive mis- gained 41 yards on four consetakes were much fewer last Sat- cutive plays. March then hit
urday, which put less burden end James Kelley for a 21-yard
on the defense.
"WVre not gain.
The two then combined for a 14beating ourselves; we're not giving up the ball without a kick." yard strike In the end zone. Ralph
«..
«• ,.. .«'? j>S- JJ J
Gfllesple's kick was again suc. .^Y^.ffWS?;<iwW to give Eastern! 14-0
lor, now knoifefci&rthe defen- £5?
siy
« Prophets," staged quite a
j^ nad r#m80n to be pleased
show 1^.7*!&-****.y& with the win. But. as can be
a field goal

.cooped it •r2mP2SS ssFSifiuS "*""—'

yards for Eastern's first score, »™fe "$£** to do our litBefore the game, Taylor and tie things better on offense.
Yeldell had discussed the Idea of You're going to miss some
Yeldell scoring with some as- blocks, but we want to complete
sistance from Taylor. It almost as many as possible," he added.
smSHafl

Next Week
Next week's sports section of
The Progress will take full cognizance of the big weekend Just
ahead.
Homecoming, with all its regalia and pomp, will be featured
on the sports pages.
Jack Frost will srlve a detailed
look at ■ larch-rival...:Western, complete with pictures of the
Hilltoppers' top performers. Bob
Babbage will relate memorable
plays and games that have marked
the long Eastern-Western series.
Al Clark has an Inside feature
on sensational sophomore tallback Jimmy Brooks, <vhlle Sports
Editor Karl Park will take a
close look at the torrid Ohio
Valley Conference race.
Staff writer Ray Walker will
have the report on Saturday's
home cross-country race with
Morehead, and Babbage will review Saturday's Akron contest
through the eyes of Coach Roy
Kldd.
There's more, too, all next
week In The Progress.
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WINNER
Akron
at Chattanooga
Western
Murray
Morehead

LOSER
Eastern
East Tennessee
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Youngstown
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Many good life insurance and savings plans are
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Buehler To Show OVC Foes 'Who's Who

Tennis And Badminton
Entries Are Still Open

Leads Eastern Receivers In Total Pass Receptions
Buehler la now getting his
chance. For example, his six
touchdowns gained him the team
lead in that department in 1968.
Ha finished last seaon with a
total of 35 recaptions for 510
yards.
As do his impressive credentials on the field, his academic
standing speaks for itself. His
3.4 standing and leadership abillty gained him Who's Who
honors this year. .
No one la more confident than
Buehler mat Eastern will repeat
aa Ohio
Valley conference
championa. "No one is going to
finish this season undefeated,"
he said.
Buehler
la certain that
"someone la going to beat East
Tennessee."
"When that happens," he added
"we will win it."
Buehler noted that the Colonels
will have a "rough time winning
It," due to the strong competition this year, but quickly added
that Eastern would "come up with
the big games."
"We've always risen to the
occasion and will do it again."
Whan asked why Bill March*a
pasa1"g game has bean inadequate thus far this season,
Buehler said, "Bill hasn't had a

BT JIMMY HOUSE
Staff Sports Beyuitai
When
Don Buehler la not
helping his wife roll her hair, hs
la providing Information for a
biographical sketch about himself
for "Who's Who In Americas
Colleges and Universities."
If he is not doing either of
these, he is playing split end for
Eastern's football team and leading It In pass receptions.
Buehler seems to be right at
home at any of these chores, but
is really at his beat when engaging in the latter.
To state It simply, Don Buehler likes to catch passes.

DON BUEHLER
Standout Eastern Receiver

At Oak Hills High School In
Cincinnati (where Eastern's Bob
Fricker and Chuck Walroth aleo
prepped), Buehler had very faw
chances to "do his thing."
During his senior year mare,
the 6', 190-pounder snared only
10 aerials, because his coach did
not like to put the ball in the
air often.
"That's why I wanted to come
to Eastern," he said. "I liked
the paslng attack and the fine
passers they always have here."

Ernie Kidd took all the honors
In "Hole-In-One" golf with a
shot that landed 5 feet, 11 inches
from toe flag. Second and third
places were won by c.P. Roach
Women's lntramurale are un- and Gary Schwelka, respectderway, but It la not too late to ively.
enter the tennis or badminton
competition.
Entries are now open for footBeginners are welcome, too, ball skills day, but will close
and special Instruction will be tomorrow. Flag Football teams
offered to them.
are encouraged to enter one man
Anyone Interested In basket- under their team name for the
ball lntramurals should begin or- purpose of creating a more comganizing a team. Rosters must petitive spirit.
be In before Thanksgiving vacation, and some teams have Events which participants will
already entered.
compete In are pass for accuracy,
In men's flag football, Phi kick
off for distance, pass for
Delta Theta and Alpha Chi Al- distance, punt for distance and
pha are the only remaining un- field goal kicking.
defeated teams in fraternity play.
PDT Is 5-0 while AXA supports
Future events In lntramurals
a 4-0 mark. In other play, the Include Tug - O - War,handball,
Bengals and Boo are each 4-0 and basketball. Entries In these
In league 2; the PBR's also show events open up Oct. 20th.
a 4-0 slate In the league 3.
In league 4 the Tree Frogs and
Anyone wishing further InforRacers are 2-0 and 3-0 respectively while The Syndicate (4-0) mation may Pick up a free handand Tomatoes (3-0) also remain book in Dr. Barney Groves' ofundefeated.
____ fice In Alumni Coliseum.
BY DOUG VANCE
and ADELE HERALD
Staff Sports Reporters

real good chance to prove himseif
yet. He's having a little trouble
picking his receivers up, but when
he finds one of us, he has as good
an arm as (Jim) Guice, or possibly even better."
Buehler thinks that March "has
as much potential as anyone In
the league," and that he needs
only "a couple of breaks to
prove himself."
Of his head coach. Roy Kidd.
Buehler said, "I have nothing
but the very highest regard for
Coach Kidd." In Buehler*s view
Kidd has a lot of problems that
"moat players don't understand."
Buehler has learned in football coaching class that a coach
has to be "his own press agent
and organiser and much more."
Buehler. who would like to be a
coach himself as wall aa a history teacher, Is not alone In hoping Kidd can produce another
OVC champion.
"This would be a great tribute to the kind of man that
ha (Kidd) la" Buehler said.
Buehler figures prominently
In whether or not Kidd will receive his Just reward.
Look for Don Buehler to show
Eastern's OVC foes "Who'i
Who."

HAMMOND'S
Barber & Style Shop
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Globetrotters To Appear In Coliseum November 3
The 44th edition of the fabul- gether the 1970 package," says other JL7» overseas. They've
ous Harlem Globetrotters will general manager George Gillett won 9.529 .
present their one-of-a-kind baa- "Our team, we believe, is the
Highlights during the bestketball show at Eastern's Alumni bast over and entertainers for ever
1968-69 campaign includthe
pre-game
and
halfttme
Coliseum, on Monday, Nov. 3,at
ed
new
attendance records In
shows have bean selected to
7:30 p.m.
many parts of the United States;
please
ovary
member
of
the
The patented program by the
games on 54 collage campuses,
the hardwood, wit- family."
SSffSV l^tSsTSMo -^he-bug. two-in-one program, ?"*«**jiZ2
*3
fans In 87 countries throughout which, pit. the Globatro^rs a- i**""!™* «2*
0
the world combines new In- gainst the New Jersey Reds in In ^t'&j** * "S*?
feature, staite at 7:30 more than |70 000 'or charity;
novations by the talented cagers Sa^aga
_
_~*
'
a return to New York City»e
along with a topnotch variety
Going
into
this
season,
the
Madison Square Garden after an
show.
"Magicians
of
Basketball
"
alght-year absence; a four-game
"On the heels of our greatest
played
9,581
games—7,126
of
season In history, we have ex- y»7«"
-,»— »--——
erclsed extra care putting to- those In North America, tea

stint at the Great AUentown Fair,
marking their first fair date.
and many more.
A crowd of 75 000, a world's
record for a single game watchad them perform In Rerun's
Olympic Stadium In 1951. Their
largest U.S. turnout was 36256 at the Los Angeles Coliseum on April 8,1953.
And so the saga of the Harlem
Globetrotters
continues--with
the fun-loving, entertaining format that keeps millions laughlng around the world.

rcnor cutting, trims, flat-tops
styling * coloring
wo need your hood to run our business
3 larbsrs To Sorvo You
7:00 A.M. - 4:30 P.M.
Now Richmond Hotol

128 East Main

•23-5404

Headhunters, Renegades Selected
Jackie Miller, freshman line- Weak was Harold Joyce, who had
backer, was named Headhuntor one Interception, made a key
Lineman of the Week for his ef- tackle, and received the highest
forts In the Middle Tennessee grade from the Colonel coaches.
Offensive honors want to Bill
contest. Miller broke through
to block afield goal attempt which March and Pat Sheridan. March^
Sid YeldeU turned into an Impor- who according to Kidd "followed
our game plan to the letter "
tant touchdown.
Miller also Intercepted a pass was named Renegade Back of the
and returned It to the Middle Ten- Weak for Ma play.
Sheridan was named Renegade
nessee five-yard line and Just
missed another Interception and Lineman of the Week for carrying out 77 par cent of his asa sure touchdown.
Tha Haadhunter Back of the signments perfectly.

AND

:

n

11

STORE

2nd and Main Streets
And In The University Shopping Center

OVC Summary
'Trotters' Star Player
The Hnrlem Globetrotters will present Its one-of-a-kind show
at Bastern'8 Alumni Coliseum Nov. 3. Perhaps the most
famous of these Is Mcadowlark Lemon, who balances himself on two basketballs.
Photo submitted

East Tenn.
Eastern
Morehead
Murray
Austin Peay
Tenn. Tech
Western
Middle Tenn.

OVO STANDINGS
OVC Games
W L T
3 0 0
2 10
2 10
110
12 0
12 0
0 2 0
0 2 0

v*

AD Gamea
W L T

r
AW

LAST WEEK'S OVC SCORES
Eastern 14, Middle Tennessee 0
East Tennessee 30, Tennessee Tech 7
Morehead 29, Austin Peay 18
Murray 34, Southeast Missouri 14
Western 14, Northern Illinois 12
THIS WEEK'S OVC SCHEDULE
Eastern at Akron
East Tennessee at University of Chattanooga
Tennessee Tech at Western
In order to improve the ov- Middle Tennessee at Murray
er-all track program at East- Austin Peay, idle
ern the track Is being resur- Youngstown at Morehead
faced with a new material—
"graastsx ."
With the installation of the new
surface more home meets will
be scheduled for next year. Coach
Plummer is asking students to
keep off the new track and Infield.
At present, construction workers are being hampered In their
progress on the track because
numerous people are walking on
It while the grasstex Is still
wet.
"This should be the best track
In toe Ohio Valley Conference,"
PHONE 423-9711
Plummer said.
"The grasstex surface In the
JESS1 STORY (MoMffor)
past eight years has been developed into s much better material than what was used In the
past. The grasstex takes six
days to 'cure-out', and if anyone
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
walks on the wet materlal.it la
damaged permanently."

Silvious Finishes Eighth
In Notre Dame Invitational
BY RAY WALKER
Staff Sports Reporter
Eastern cross country runner
Ken Silvious placed eighth out
of more than 200 participants
last weekend In the five-mile
Notre Dame Invitational at South
Bend, Ind.
Other Eastern runners participating were Jerry Kraiss, who
finished 46th, and Gary Steen,
who placed 66th. The three ran
"Unattached," or without team
designations.
Cross Country Coach E. G.
Plummer said that the runners
entered the Invitational to get
experience for upcoming National
Collegiate Athletic Association
meets and said that last
weekend's meet waa toe most
outstanding in the country.
Eastern'si only home meet of
the season will be Saturday agalnst O.V.C. foe Morehead, the
last meet to be run at the Madison Country Club,

CMCO

HR.
WRECKER

to treafyepr skin!

Pure Magic Super Bubble Scrub
Just the Kind of deep-down cleansing
action a young skin needs. A splash of
water sets billows of bubbles Into poretingling action. And it's gently medicated
to help heal blemishes... guard against
new ones,
Pure Magic Super Skin Care Stick
An Instant medicated facial in a handy
stick form. It moisturizes, tones and
tingles In one swell swoop. It's a great
little blemish battler, too. So go ahead
kand baby your skin with Pure Magic only
'by Max Factor.

SERVICE

RICHMOND ENCO

$050

CmVCH

TERRIFFIC Weekend DISCOUNTS
Quantity Rights Reserved

BAN
Spray Deodorant
7 oz.
S1.59 Value

Kentucky CnM U* Imunnct Company
K lawn Ktmucky UnrMntly
Wow H—. fcH» Wm—w»mi»i
»ajarti«Trallar Court. Phon. 623-1460

Prices good through Oct. 20.

SHOPPERS
SPECIAL
K0TEX
NEW

Regular
12' s

7 P.M.
Many good life insurance and savings plans are
being offered to college seniors and graduate students today, but one stands head and shoulders
above the others. 11f s Kentucky Central's University Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions.
No military exclusions. *Talk to Kentucky Central's
University Key representative on your campus
today. For a better future. With the standout.

Bobby Jack Bmtth

CJMf TI1C

BARBER ft HAIR STYLING FOR MEN
Asks that yon try sll Barber Shoes, Then come to the orlfjnal
Hair Styling Shop of Richmond, fer the professional ahaplngof your hair.

423-9128

USTERINE

490 Value

14 oz.
$1.19 Value
Limit 1 with $2.00 or more
purchase excluding tobacco.

J
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RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 iTles fwth an V4, at, itrtt fitti • rhf» M*?m
Friday and Saturday Oct. 17 and 18
-

DOUtll

gMySideoftht
^fountain
\| V

TEDDYF.'(l»
lt>*X*KB!KM.

FIATU

w

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This story, by Progress Fine Arts "Campus Viewpoint," a discusEditor Judl Ledford, Is the thiml In-depth article this year. sion program featuring five colstudents and a faculty
This story examines the benefits which Eastern students gain lege
member from different camby working for Richmond's two radio stations.)
puses in Kentucky and Indiana.
5
Since broadcasting, like mediMore than 20 Eastern students are gaining practi- cine,
become so specialized,
cal radio experience by working at WEKU-FM and at Miss' has
Foust said she will be seekWEKY in Richmond.
ing a career In the hews and
And this on-the-job experience will be most val- feature writing area of broaduable when the students pursue a career in radio or casting upon graduation.

«M« MWMAUJ.

Sunday thru Thursday Oct. 19 thru 23

television, they report.
, For this "on-the-mike" local experience, for many,,
may very well be the start of rewarding jobs in thei
electronic media.

FORsAlE!
(T

ABIWAMI
COMING SOON

Twenty Get Practical Radio Work

HAtfMIBM

Ahoy-.vl"-.
d-'.»"-s
Of l*li. ;iv.'
ri.'. 'iianor

WLLtl

.'jwwv.',

'CABMOil IABY"

The Shape to be in

Second Year

Tom Knecht, a WEKU-FM announcer who Is majoring In broadDonna Foust. student news di- Public Affairs and edits new] casting, Is also in his second year
rector at WEKU-FM, said, "A from the Associated Press tele at the campus station. He studied
student cannot work here for type. In addition, she program broadcasting at Career Academy
any length of time without being "Music in the Night" on whlcji in Washington, D.C., and worked
for approximately two months
exposed to every aspect ofbroad- Mike Mangus Is host.
as an announcer at WEKY before
casting, from the time the coenrolling
at Eastern In Febordinator starts thinking about
Much Time
ruary,
1968.
the next quarter's format, until
At Career Academy, "they
Much time Is spent In plai
the program guide comes out and
helped
develop my voice, showed
the
format
for
this
show
the programs hit the reel."
me
how
to operate the turntables
saia.
Miss Foust, who has been at
and how to taupe shows," Knecht
She selects songs to the
the campus radio station since
said.
It went on the air more than a second for, this program of
"Since I have worked at WEKUyear ago, said that her "air hour of uninterrupted m
FM,
I have learned a great deal
Then she arranged the
work" la very limited.
from
the assistant co-ordinator
In
a
playing
order
In
which
She added, however, that there
of radio Jim Ridings. I have
will
complement
each
other.
are "so many phases of broadAt WEKU, "We're encouraged learned how to program a musicasting that the general public
to
work on our own to be lnyaa- cal show I have received trainIs unaware of, such as what's
ing In technical work, and I
Scotty Mullins engineers a broadcast at
Eastern's station, the most powerful educabehind a program. A lot of work- five," sbe said. ''That we are have learned how to put music
WEKU-FM studios in the rear of Model
tion station in Kentucky.
on
a
co-worker
basis,
that
we're
a lot of man hours-go Into planbehind
my
voice
when
recording
Laboratory
School.
Mullins
is
one
of
several
considered
equals,
provides
us
ning a program."
announcements.
students who get practical radio training at
(Staff Photo by John Graves!
The Innovator of "Campus Cal- with an Incentive to do our very
"Here they have taught me how
best
and
to
take
pride
In
our
endar " Miss Foust complies
I to put a newscast together and er student who has been at the the other songs and at the end. the campus station, as reflectthis five-minute program which werk."
how to put actualities together, campus station since It went
Through her experience as a ed In his show's format. An
She
added
that
there
are
"so
v
If aired twice weekly during
I
have
also
had
experience
editthe
air
last
October,
la
priscriptwriter,
aba has learned up-tempo had been added recent
many
facets
of
practical
experon
"The World of Music." Last
lng
news:
re-writing
news
from
maruy
iter
for
WEKU.
the
importance
of timing and ly, and featured artists now lna
wr
_„ ,g
y< Tshe^w^thelicrtptofor,^*^^^
Ko0
the
AP
teletype.
I've
learned
a
Hostess
on
"Broadway
Showhow
to
do
It
properly.
Shows at dude Gary Puckett and the Union
everv show except "Broadway *J««
**^* jMversiXled ^ew
Showtime" and "Thursday Night f*?*00! enabled b^to work wfc> great deal as far as program- ttme „ sne g^ wrttes the script WEKU have to be flawless oral- Gap, Tom Jones, Andy Williams
Three Dog Night, Nlllaon, Oliver,
Concert Hall." Currently, she pf»« Jennings of ABC Newg, ming is concerned. I've been for '^g shoWp In addition, ahe moat perfect before they can Bur
w Mn he
he
last
taught
what
formats
to
foUow,
es
the
script
for
"Thursbe
aired
because
the
station
la
so
* Bacharach and John Davidwrlt
wrltea news, rewrites news re- v ,i
***
™
*>*£
from'Eastern's Office of She, later appeared on WHAS i.e., what kind of music to-day, aay Nlght concert Hall" on which powerful and reaches such a large «»n.
how to run a show like clock- Donald Henrlckson of the de- area.
•Good Experience'
work and generally how to run partment of Music la host.
Besides scriptwritingandtlm%
a station."
Miss Harris said that at first ing. Miss Harris has had experradio
she found it difficult to write ience taping shows, and said she i J22? uworking at the
Vematile
or someone else. "You must can operate the control board 8t
letermlne the speaker's speech well enough to tape her own educational experience. This la
208 Collins St., Richmond, Ky.
the only place you can go and
Primarily a newscaster and patterns and rate of speech be- show.
make mistakes and notgetflred.
sports
caster,
Knecht
also
does
fore
you
can
write
a
script
he
.
Gerry
House,
a
senior
broad
Phone 623-6075
¥
m make mistakes,
If
°o have
nave to
**** """r8'
"The World of in read naturally.
This IM casting major said of WEKU- « you
Ifeatures on
"Choose a firm whose members or* aradi
want you to make them
somepro-.fespeciaiiy
prd-;
important
when FM
FM ^A^rso'n^o\ralksoutti»»y
•■ A person
I Music," as well as somd
motional spots.
.
hrrltlng for a radio snow, be^- of here with a degree In broad- J«^» *•* <*" correct
off our University."
The holder of a third-class icause timing is of the essence." casting) has a pretty good work- **>*• J™ *° lntolcoPm?rtf*1
15 yrs. experience in Real Estate
lng knowledge if what»Vgc4ng on «*?• Thare are plenty of probroadcasting license, which - he
inth.
««id?»
^^^
feaaionala here to give you help."
|
obtained
from
the
Federal
Comin
the field.
ghw>ry
Brftfh-ar
a Junlor
We Charge 2% Commission
Difficult
munications Commission while at
Host
on
"The
World
of
Music,"
speech
and
drama
major,
baa
I Career Academy, Knecht would Sne
wrtttn
rom
n5T2 he7S announceraf""
«*
«
**
'
^
*■•
Monday
Friday,
b^
working
at
WEKU
since
Sr •£ rita^b^taSeT He "«* tor her own ahow is also House would like to be a disc Jttn.. she began as a copy writer he owajns ms aegree. "» difficult to do because she must Jockey
jockey at a "good middle of the tr
currently writes tie
er and
Bess Spuriin
aspires
to
have
his
own
music
first
determine
the
music
time
road
station."
Although
he
was
script
for
"Musical cinemacolROBERT N. AZBILL
I' show, preferably popular music before she can determine the a member of a rock group, the ogy."
Rod Estate Broker
Salesman
[ and eventually become a musical length of the script.
"Hard Life," for two years, he Although she holds her tblrd•2I-01M
623-6082
, program director.
For "Broadway Showtime" she plays no rock music on his show, class broadcasting license, she
Franne Harris, who is. ac- selects a musical, gives a
Hls mu8ical taste has broaden(Continued On Page Eleven)
between ed
>rdlng to Ridings, the only oth- synopses of the
se he

Turn On, Tune In

^j^

B. T. SPURUN Realty C<

When It comas
to shape and detail.
Thorn McAn's BELL
BOTTOM BOOTS have Itl
Details like ankle-high antiqued
leather, and a bold touch of metal trim. The squared
off toe is shaped to go with anything from trim-line jeans to wild
bell bottom slacks. No matter what
you're wearing BELL BOTTOM BOOTS TJkouvVllfAnare the shape to be In! Just $13.99

LERMANS
UIHUIIIUN I.U».»»I<UIO

j - -»'i'

".-«*>.

■

'

CLASS RING

Introducing:

A. 10 KT Yellow Gold
B. Any Degree or Dote
C. Any Color Stone
V

\%SM

D. 4 initials Engraved
No Extra Charge

f

STORE
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BRITTS FEATURES THE TOP BRANDS
iXES...BY BESTFORJVJ
it's
eas

^CHARGE IT

It costs Just a little bit to have
a whole collection of coordinated underthings from Bestform.
Delicious shadees of peach,
beige, lemon, aqtrn and white.

kL
Left to right.

5.00

Straight-leg pants, 1 4.00
k«e»>

Billowy-sleeved blouse, I 2.00

BraaUp fits like a dream with its
lightly fiberfllled cups that
make you a perfect else Has
stretch sides for comfort and
prettily trimmed with lace.
Sixes: 32-36A, 32-MB, 34-860.
Bra shown will shape and firm
with the V-shaped stretch straps
to uplift and separata. Light
flberflU padding fills you out
just right. 32-36A, 82-MB, 32-

Long tunic, 21 .00
Gone-girly shirt, 1 2.00
Autumn Hues . . . the fashion news In these
tricky trappings that add a special snap to any
gal's fall-new wardrobe Wondrous wools in two
—count 'me! plaids and just-harvested solid
colors. Sizes 5-15.

Suspender pantskirt.1 6.00

&**P

Vast, 18.00

*rw

Ouster-pleated skirt, 1 4.00

3.00
Longleg panty girdle of nylon
and Lycra spandex trims and
■lima you In all the right places.
Side panel control for thighs
and back panel for derrlere
Sixes: S, M, L and XL.

5.00
;:■■;:: o

The aportbrlef gives you stretch
control all over and weighs next
to nothing. Perfect for mlni■klrters and active young women. Of nylon and Lycra spandex.
Sizes: B, If, U

2.50
■

^
_w«*i£
•& .»,**>

m

%tf

M*

hSr»*S
«tt

Casual. Nonchalant. Thla
plaid one looks quite
gentlemanly and proper.
But Its spirit Is pure,
unabaahed Go. A shirt to
wander In... live In.
Isn't It about time you
gave In to your
restless nature?

■"efsnra
?<

,<j

!■
EMT1

mw*m-M

NH

LtWftfft

..

/A

/
/
/
... .«•••»*

'©ii.tm

it's

S3*#.I e

^CHARGE IT

H»m

BKxzard Shirt Prop . . < Hardy CPO Shirt
done in brisk wool plaids and windowpanes.
Ruggedly ttyled with en extra-warm pile Mner
and flap and patch pockets.

16.00 to 25.00
Ladies Famous Name Brand

Jumpers-Bermudas

Ladies Famous Name Brand

SLACKS

|

Jumpers in plaids and solids

|

Reg. 16.00-23.00 SB\B 1 2.00
Bermudas in plaids perfect with knee socks

Reg. 10.00

sale 7.00 |

Reg. 14.00-17.00

I

sale 10.00

Linings Sanltlzede treated for hygienic freshness.

Worsted-Tex Clothes that fit the times

Mens Famous Name Brand

Mens Famous Name Brand

CAR COATS

SWEATERS

Meat the king of coats, this name brand coat
features styles such as "Tatter Dale," "Dudley Bone", Huntshire and Derby Swawl.
Sizes 38-46. Assorted colors.

Slacks that add a full fashion to any girls
wardrobe In beautiful fall fast colors. Solids,
plaids, and checks.

The citysuit gets a breath of frash air. We
picked out bold country patterns woven of
sturdy 2-ply fabrics Worsted-Tex tailored
them into town suits with new, broadened lapels. Ticket pocket. Deep side or center vents.
One of the many quality Worsted-Tex looks
for the season.

Reg. 55.00

Take the look with you that stands out in a
crowd. These name brand sweaters come in
V-necks, cardigan, and turtle. Assorted styles
and colors. Sizes S, M, L, XL
Reg. 12.00-15.00

sale 8.00

sale 25.00

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER: EASTERN COLLEGE BY-PASS i LANCASTER AVENUE
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 AM TO 9 PM

P^BSHMBI

TEL: (406) 623-7177

■
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MORE CONTROL ADDED
iHanp 0loon* Antique*
MAIN STIIET

N«° Moons Gift*

6LYND0I HOTEL

Tea for Two OR Four
OR for Many More
May bo served with our beautiful appointments.

Overpass To Keene Being Studied
A pedestrian bridge acroa* Dr. Martin's latter, which was Dr. Martin^also.said: to_ Ms
the Eastern bypass near Keene an answer to one wMch was writ- correspondence to the Council
Hall will soon beunder consider- ten to him at the request of Coun- that he had instructed Security
atlon according to a letter from cllman John Helderlch,
was officer, to Provide traffic conPresident Robert R. Martin sent read to the Council Tuesday by Jrol at the crosswalk during perto the Eastern StodanrCoancfl its president, James v. Pel- tods of maximum traffic.
rinon.
Several
Council members

f

that
been r. . . , .— ■•-—Kentucky Highway/ Department to ^^ ^^ temporary
about the feaslbUlty ID
officials
ID,S
S #xplre
#xplre next
next Monday.
of
such
a
plan.
y
The proposal for the bridee
Dean of Students, Thomas Mywas
made
by Councilman ers, assured the students that
Helderlch two weeks ago at the the new cards. wMch are betas
Council's regular Tuesday meeting'
Helderlch cited the heavy traffic at the Keens Hall crosswalk as a "severe hazard" to the
600 male students who reside across the bypass.

Laux said that any student
printed In New York, would be iswho
must appear before the Stu
BtHbfl
T
sued to ail students before the
dent
Court
may
either
defend
:
fend
temporary Identification cards
himself at the trial, or else re-*
expire.
celve
assistance from one of the
student Court Chief Justice
l^SLXZc^aVS&
'" rtheTtuVtness, countf?
*™»PP°intees to thecourtatthe presWeM Pellegrlnonformed*

«TSATS^ S*S«-VT3SS SISS* —*-—- »—«
!&r Jj™?%
Melds, and Phillip
S^MI.!^ Shields,
sterbling.
Appointees as trial counsels
were Tom Crispin and Dudley

committees formed by the Student
Affairs Report may do so by"'
reporting to the Student Council office, Student Union Building, before next Tuesday.
tM

HTM1
... Our exciting new and unusual University
Center womens fashion shop.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Reasonable, pertinent questions for this
feature-service may be sent to
Help! The Progress, Fourth
Floor, Jones Building.)
' QUESTION: When win we
receive oor permanent I.D.'st
L.R.R., soph.
/ANSWER: Mr. Bob Tarvln,
director of student organizations
and activities, said that permanent I.D. cards should arrive any day. Students can obtain their i.D.'s on the second
floor of the Administration Building. Students will turn in their
temporary I.D. in order to receive their permanent ones.
' QUESTION: What happened
to our boy cheerleaders T
5 ANSWER: Miss Dot Klrkpatrlck, sponsor of the cheerleaders, said mat at the beginning of the year the captain of
the cheerleaders told her that
the boys bad quit. No official
resignation has been turned In
nor any reason given for their
quitting the squad.
*•#

QUESTION: In regard to the
recent rash of cars being towed
la for parking violations,
I
would like to know how much The leads in Eastern's Little Theatre propartment, will open Nov. 6 and run seven
of the 910 towing fee Is kept by duction of "Romeo and Juliet" rehearse a
evenings. Juliet Is Lana Bell, Junior, and
the school. This seems like an dance scene. The play, directed by Mr. Horace
Romeo Is Cralg Tussey, sophomore.
r
excessive amount J.D.F., Junior
Kelley of Eastern's Speech and Drama DeANSWER: The University does
not make any profit on towing
ears
away, according to Executive Dean J.c. Powell. He
aald, "We would be quite pleased
If we never had to tow cars
away. It is only done to Insure the space for the registered
a*
drivers and for safety reasons."
All of the $10 Is spent in the
BY SONJA FOLET
The board Is working with me
"Some Interested sorority »oind
expanse of having the car towed
Staff Reporter
local school system to provide fraternity who need a project/
away, the paper work involved,
Time remains to volunteer for the transportation and also the he slad, "could be a great benev
Sd the personnel used to comete the necessary forms, he GROWTH'S tutoring program, books, but according to Rev.
according to Peggy Wires, the or- Marty Wilson of Eastern's Wes- fit to GROWTH by helping get
•aid.
eee
ganization's student secretary. ley Foundation, money Is needed these tutors and children together."
She
said that at least 50 tut- er this purpose.
j QUESTION: Why la there a
fence between the Musk) Build- ors have been recruited but more
ing and the Burrler Building? are always needed.
The matching of the tutors and
ANSWER: According to Mr.
the
tutees has been delayed unRaymond Gabbard, supervisor of
til
next
Monday because
operations, the fence running beExecutive Board
hind the Music Building to GROWTH'S
the Burrler Building la to keep could not meet last week. The
will convene this week to
Co-ed sponsors for ROTC clude Jan Shepard, Band; Ellen
students off that part of the board
iron out all remaining difficul- Companies were announced Simpson, Military Police Co.;
Constance Wozney, Raider Co.;
Miss Wires said.
-a ties,
One big problem is that of Tuesday by Captain Alec C. Donna Jane Branham, Pershlng
transportation--getting the vol- Davis, coordinator for the Rifles and Linda Hausbroughton, i
sponsorship
pro- Scabbard and Blade.
unteers and children together ROTC
twice weekly, she said.
gram.

Practice Makes .. .

There's Still Time To Volunteer *A
As Tutor For Eastern's GROWTH

■ | -/.»■--

pBflsl ■ '"■"'

... we think you'll enjoy shopping or browsing in our new store. The decor, a refreshing blend of the old, In red, white and blue.
Elizabeths is your complete shop . . . Junior, Junior Petite and Misses sixes in
Coats, Car Coats, Dresses, Sportswear, Hose, Purses, Scarves, Jewelry, Lingerie, Sleepwear, Foundations and even a complete new "Hallmark Card Shop" with the moat complete selection of Studio Cards.

Co-ed ROTC Sponsors
Announced Tuesday

IStockton's
Drufcs

SAVE

Brigade Sponsor Is last year's
Queen Athena, Jamie Mulllns;
Marllynn Etkln. First Battalion;
Sondra Shields, Second Battalion.
Pat LaRosa, Third Battalion and
Jeanlne Schweitmann, Fourth
Battalion.

GSR :•:•: :::«::::X:^

Company sponsors are Geneva
LaRoss Overstreet, A Co.; Nancy Ruck, C Co.; Carol Ruff, F.
Co.; Karen Edwards, H Co.; Barb
Harrison, J Co.; Barb Harrison,
Co.; Carol Joy Carnes, M Co.;
Judy Stanley, O Co.; Yolanda G.
Farrell, P Co.; Sarah Fraley, T
Co.; Barbara Wright, U Co. and
Diane Yaden, W Co.

Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

TODAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY
On any purchase in both our downtown and new University Center Shops.

Co - curricular sponsors In-

TONIGHT!
A barrel full of tender and
tasty Colonel Sanders'
Recipe Kentucky Fried
Chicken. 21 pieces of the
most flavorful chicken you
ever ate.
And all you do is pick it up
and take it home.
The service is sudden!

There is no obligation . . . nothing to buy ... stop In each day and register for these gifts to be given Sat evening
at 8:45.

to live in and love !

* 3rd Prize $25. In uxurlous sleep or lounge wear b y Gossard-Artemis.
* 4th Prize (25. In foundations and lingerie by Gossard-Artemis
* And 25 consolation prizes to $15. each in value.

Informal Modeling during our Grand Opening each evening
from 7: to 9:

$23-3248

Eastern's chapter of the
Collegiate Panhellenic Assochv..
ition, an inter-sororlty organization, has elected Ellen Simpson of Kappa Delta Sorority to
represent Eastern at the National
Panhellenic
Conference In
Miami, Fla., Oct. 24-26.
The theme of the session will
be "So Proudly We Hail" and
will Include Dr. Doris M. Seward, dean of student affairs
planning at the University of
Kentucky, aa a feature epeakar.

Take home a portable fedst...

Register for Elizabeths "Grand Opening" Door
Prizes.
* 1st Prise A valuable limited edition framed print by Mr. Howard Fain of Nicholasvllle, Kentucky.
* 2nd Prise A $50 Car Coat by Country Pacer

Miss Simpson
Is Elected

Come see our
collection of this

i

'CALL US

season's knits.

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS"

You'll love

Take it from the Colonel ... "it's finger liekin* good !"$
(Other size orders available. With or without side dishes.)

what you see I

Smart S&*&
COLLEGE and CAREER
N. 2nd St.
Ph. 623-4200

COLONEL DRIVE-IN
BIG HILL AVE.

DIAL 623-4158

RICHMOND. KY.
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Co-ed Mouse Council Officers Elected
Pr.'.l«.nt. Tool Whitffld; Secretary, Judy Wilson; Treaaurert
BY KABEN MARTIN
Dabble Bunker; Social Chairman,
Women's Editor
Barb Eddlngton, and Inter-Dorm
Representatives, Becky Unger
Remit, of til. election for and Julia Adams.
House Council Officers for Wo- "
mm'. RortdencelHalle ware re™ Fox c.e.Hall,Pr.»1d.iit,Terleased Friday by Jeannette W. ^ Webb. Vlce Pr#sWtI,t,Gerry.
Crockett, director of f°men* Foster; Secretary, Faith Scott^
residence hall..
Treasurer, Deborah Hedges So*

Uve.. PatrlcU C^rr.Nanci Pitcock and Edwina Hatcher.
Clay Hall officers are: President, Edith Harrison; Vice President, Jan Sheppard; Secretary,
Linda Jenkins; Treasurer, Jan
Relnder; Social Chairman, Pam
Pope; and Inter-Dorm Representatives, Janice Fahrey and Dabby Waxman.
McGregor Hall, President, Sue
Rowley; Vice President, Leigh
oI
Officers for Burnam Hall artf,^r^?"\*^ * ;2'
Presldwt. Judy Bord.r«; Vlce>r; »nd Inter-DormRepre.enta- Ratliff; Secretary, Carol Brass-

Sandy Walter;
^^^^^ s
kins; and Inter-Dorm RepresenUtives, Charlene Baldlnger and
Linda Murphy.
For Sullivan Hall, President,
Sharon Crews; Vice President,
Jeannie Ingram; Secretary,Adrlenne McNally; Treasurer, Vicky
Murphy: Social Chairman, Carolyn Sotchwell;. and Inter-Dorm
Representative, Olive Falcone,
Telford Hall officer, are: Presldent, LindaGlUlan; Vice-Pr.-

sident, Sarah Rosenberg; Secretary, Linda Hulls; Treasurer,
Jayne Bangs; Social Chairman,
Vicki Jansen; and Inter-Dorm
Representatives, Ann Bierman,
Lynn Brown and Jo Ann McConnell.
Walter. Hall, President. Gerry Wilson; Vice President,
Debby Rives; Secretary, Bobby
Moore; Treasurer, Peggy Dodd;
Social Chairman, Barbara Mcwhorter; and Inter-Dorm Representattves, Pam Miller and
Margarets

-..
.
'.

•;.

-R
**

ir

Mr. Claude Smith, Dr. John Rowlett
Head Officers For Faculty Senate
Officers of the Eastern Ken- bral University College, Dr. Bert ence B. Stratemeyer, Dr. Jame.
tucky Unlvereity Faculty Senate *C. Bach, Arthur E. Curtia, Col. c. Stull and Thelma W. Whitwere elected Oct 6.
,?oe#pta L. Pliant, Kenneth D. lock.
Thoy include Mr. Claude K. Tunnell and Cecil Orchard.
All meetings of the Faculty
Smith, chairman, and Dr. Mm$ Also, In the College of Edu- Senate are the fir.t Monday of
Rowlett, secretary.
''£*«»• Dsvkl B.Gover.Dr.Flor- each month In Combs 318.
Also elected to the Senate are
the following faculty member.:
In Administration and Library,
Shirley M. Castle and Dr. Kenneth T. Clawson; In College of
Applied Arts and Technology, Dr. "
Kenneth S. Hansson and Dr. Roberta B. Hill.
il
The Department of Economic
In the College of Art. and . A schedule of Interview, for
Sciences, Dr. Robert E. Burk- graduating seniors has been Security, Frankfort, will Interhart. Dr. Francis
X. Davy, released by the Placement Serv- view majors In sociology and
Rodger S. Gunn, Karl F. Kuhn, ice for tne week beginning next psychology for positions as
social workers
and employRobert L. Ladd, Dr. John M. Moaday.
ment
Interviewers.
Long, Daniel N. Shlndelbower,
J
and Dr. Robert E. Stebblna.
j >
Also, In the CoUege of Bus- I* order to secure an Interview, Carroll County Schools, Carina.., Claud. K. Smltt; In C.n-'ailjappotntmente should be made rollton, will have Interviews for
ta
W
r\r X i
»/lvance in Dr. Joseph Young's secondary and elementary teach-

Jniversity Interviews
Twisted For Next Week

L)ean Ol Meil

*■* r

rr

T T

1'

Richmond
One-Hour Cleaners,
featuring,

'Martinizing/
Watch for our Specials
EIRVICE

Mon.i Tuos.i wYoa.
MOST in Dry Cleaning

Plus a 3-HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
Two Drive-In Windows
623-3939

311 W. Main

NI6HT PH. 623-4574

OFFICE PH. 623-3830

527-3219

Qflfce, Comb. 817, for those In- ers.

*•«?*••»

****** to b. hrid In —

Wants To Help.«*f .«*««*-■---; Wildlife Film
With Problems ■£&££* Third Floor. Next Tuesday
"The responsibility of my
■i. consortium for graduate
position Is to be of maximum
assistance to men student. In g^fa
business for negroes Is
helping them to realise their
Keduled Monday. Mutual Life In Auditorium

EVANS C. SPURLIN
REALTOR

- COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
PRIVATE & AUCTION SALES

FARMS

III BUSINESS SINCE 1955

A

ln

SC

ultimate goals," Dr. James H. insurance Company wUl InterEastem's biology department
AUen. the newly-appointed dean ffi, business administration will again this year present four
of men at Eastern,, told the Prors ln Combs S16 Tuesday. Audubon wildlife films ln Hiram
gress recently.
John Hancock Mutual Life Brock Auditorium, beginning next
Dean Allen, a native Kentuckranee Company will con- Tuesday, at 7:30 p.m.
lan did his undergraduate work
t Interviews for sales and
atUnlon College lnBarbourvllle,
jement employees also The first film will be "Four
earned his masters degree at the Tuesday.
S^«on.."
University of Kentucky and his
doctorate at Indiana University. * Four recruiter, .rescheduled Three more films will follow:
Dean Allen was at the Univer- to hold interviews Wednesday. Thursday, Nov. 20, "Land of the]
sity of South Alabama ln Mobile,
Giant Cactus;" Thursday, March
tion are Barry Tinsley and Dennis Whitcopf.
Autumn helps signify Eastern's reputation
before being appointed to EaatThe Brown and Williamson To- 5, "New England Saga/'
More exhibitors are in the Cammack foyer
of having a beautiful campus. And a sculpture
era's administration in August, bacco Corporation will Inter- Thursday, May 7, "This Earn!
and gallery. The exhibit will last until Sunday,
exhibition ln front of the Cammack Building,
1969. He had several yean' view major, in accounting, com- This Realm, This England,
Nov. 2.
amid the seasons' leaves, adds more touch.
experience as the Dean of Stu- puter programming, research
(Staff Photos by Larry W. Bailey)
Eastern sculptors represented in the exhibident, at Centenary College, in and development
Each show will begin at 7:3C
Shravenort. La., and at Union
p.m.
Shreveport,
Itecrulter.
from Marathon
CoUege.
Ohio Company will Interview maA season ticket good for all
"We truly and sincerely want
ln marketing, general bus- four film, may be obte|nodfrom
to help students with their probJr., #<*••*» of
merchandising and adverlems," he said, "If we can't
SMtf
help them, we can refer them
to someone who can, such as advisers, psychiatrists, or medical
assistance."
Th. Student Members Section The 125 will be Home Econo- sor of home economics at the
"As I see it," Dean Alien conof the Kentucky Home Economics mlcs majors from 13 Ken- University ofKentucky, "howUi Btinued,"
......
the role of the dean
Association will meet at East tucky colleges.
discuss "Potentlals 'or the Ken- n^iaM^^eaaaiMiagM.
ern Saturday with about 125 ex- Theme for the convention wiU tacky
Home Ec Association- ^^ wh^ dfcdpunary measpected to attend.
be "Professionalism/S^S^SuSS «5 KHE! ****** handled by tne asslsThe convention wUl begin at Speakers will be Mrs. Char- also was state advisor of KHEA ^ dean <„ gtudents. The stu8 a.m. at the Burrter Building, lotte Bennett, associate profes-, last year.
_^ ^ M^ dent should fetl he ^a a friend
Also speaking will be Mrs.
•>
Jean Ham, KHEA president, who here.
will discuss "KHEA MemberEE PICK UP
24-HOUR
ship." She also works with UK
extension service.
J4D DELIVERY
WRECKER SERVICE
The last speaker will be
Miss Martha Nail, first vice
chairman of the American Home
Eastern By-Pass
Economics Association, who will
discuss "AHEA Student Mem'$*
bers."
■■
A luncheon Is scheduled for The Student Union Cafeteria is
For All Your Mechanical Needs •I
the Student Union cafeteria with nowr serving all afternoon, accorda fashion show, "Dress Like A j to Mr. Larry Martin, director
Pro," sponsored by Bellalrs. of food gVrvic...
Eastern students who will Mr# Martm gatf the serving
be models include Sarah Cole- ttmeB lmv9 j^,, extended for
man. Karen Edwards. Becky th0M wno have classes during the
George, Debbie Groves, Can- j^fj,^ im^ times.
'dy^Iohhson, Pat Rltchey, Nancy Mr> Martin also said that a
Ruck and Pat Taylor.
., Jet Line" offering salads. sandKaren Henderson junior
Junior, is
Is ^^ ^^ soupg ^ b9iv ^^
tate chairman of KH
state
KHEA, Stu- lor p,rions ,^,4^ aUghtlunch.
dent Members section.
are in a hurry, or do hot want
to wait in the main cafeteria
line.
Mr. Martin also told the Progress this week that the cafeteria,
will prepare special menus for
Dr. Lloyd J. Graybar, assis- students this year, Including diaCORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
tant professor of history at East- betic, low sodium and weight
ern, has received a research control diets.
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
He said that students on specaward from the American Philial diets should
bring their
osophical Society.
He Is doing research on the menus to the cafeteria and
will be prepared for
late Albert Shaw, who was editor meals
them
accordingly.
of "The Review of Reviews "and
Mr. Martin also said that perclose friend of Presidents Theodore Roosevelt and Wood row Wil- sons using crutches may use
the elevator to get to the cafeson. Shaw died in 1947.
Dr. Graybar said the award teria and should contact
will be used to do research cafeteria .upervlsor to do so.
ln the New York Public Library.
He will go to New York in December during Eastern's Christmas vacation.
He previously has done work
623-9949
South First Street on the Shaw material in N.w York
WELCOME
under an Eastern Faculty ReWB.COME

DOUGLAS CNENAULT. Salisan
PHILIP CVNNA6IN, Salesman
3IO CAST MAIN ST.

RICHMOND. KY.

Adds More Touch

Kentucky Home Ec Group To Meet
At Eastern Saturday; 125 Expected

DALE'S
\Smclain
jut ^

Cafeteria
Services
Expanded

9$

"Home Cooked Food'
N. 2nd St.

HOME COOKING

Dr. Graybar
Wins Award

You Are Always Welcome at...

CHJtTSlEffS
IMPORT CARS
Simca - Alpine -Minx
Tiger Sunbeam Alpine Imp

RICHMOND
MOTOR COMPANY
507 NORTH SECOND ST.

DIAL 623-5441

CALL OR SEE 6IP PARKE OR LESTER EVERSOLE

SONY Take it
Anywhere TV
Sony's TV-900U, with solid state circuitry, is as easy to watch
outdoors as it is anywhere in your home. The reason is clearly
seen: An 8" black diagonally measured picture screen. Furthermore, this solid state set weighs only 10 lbs. Revolutionary
circuitry combined with Sony Esaki Diode and Mesa Silicon
transistors assure sensitive reception (VHF and UHF), even in
outlying areas. Plus a large speaker for sharp, strong sound
and a carrying handle. Comes in glamorous black or white
chassis. Trip with the light fantastic-Sony's TV-900U.

SONY-

Where You Get Qualify
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And
Three-Hour Shirt Service
6 Days A Week

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
We are known for good food.

*

Home of delicious Homemade Bread

Manjott's Horn Krib

EASTERN

Be sure to visit the

Trading Bos*
for those everyday frontier prices.
Across from Daniel Boone
Fried Chicken
EASTERN BY-PASS

STUDENTS

CORNiR Of 2nd and WATER

EASTERN
STUDENTS

FEATURING:
HIM

mode Cwiy

50c bog; Bourbon Candy—$1.00 carton.

$129.95
take it to the beach
take it to the bedroom

Ho»t,wdt Sand>Hcnei, Mtoi Cream Pies and Cakes,
Hot Buttered Pop-Corn; Roasted Peanuts; Candy Apples;
Hows: Mondiy . Sotnrday TO a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues. — Fri. — 1^ am. to 10 p.m.

Closed Sunday.

WALTERS
APPLIANCE CO.
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CENTER
EASTERN BY-PASS

DIAL 623-7545

!
■»
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SUSGA's Goal-Aiding Communication
BY PATTTE O'NEILL
Editor
"In this era of social revolution and student upheaval, SUSGA in Kentucky Is an organisation striving' for construction,
not destruction; for unit rather
than disunity." states Robert
Warfleld, state chairman and
Eastern Junior.

Student Government Association,
is an attempt to bring closer
communication among college
campuses, Warfleld
said.
There are approximately 150
member schools in the IS state
area that comprises SUSGA, with
each state having a chairman to
coordinate the activities of the
member schools, he added.
Warfleld has formed a fivemember council to aid_hlm In of-

MONTAG
STATIONERY SPECIAL
100 SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

88c
mjtr

BDOBO^B

JLVJi.

KHu*lt

MI

tm

ora
H<

"SUSGA in Kentucky can be a
flee and publicity affairs. Michael Sher is vice-chairman of the guidance force In keeping a line
council with Nora Brashear, of communications open. With a
Joyce Graves, Cooly Johnson, key word being "compromise* a
and Kathleen Simon as other constant movement of growth
council members. Col. Don and reform can prevail. With
Smith Is adviser for Eastern's proper attitudes of mutual reSUSGA group.
spect, students and administraWith misunderstanding and tors can work to uphold school
lack of communication being two dignity."
of the biggest problems on university campuses, SUSGA at- Primarily service-oriented,
tempts to act as a buffer zone the purpose of SUSGA as taken
between the administration and from its introductory pamphlet
the demanding
student body, Is: "SUSGA exists as a link of'
communication between the colWarfleld said.
Commenting on campus prob- leges and universities in the
lems and the need for an organ- south enabling the student leadexchange Ideas and
isation like SUSGA, Sher said: ers to
"The college system In Ken- experience in order to benefit
tucky, as across the nation, is one another in their role of
changing to fit the times. In service and leadership to their
•
many cases, growth is retarded respective student bodies."
by out-dated beliefs of school
administrators. In other cases,
Having recently returned from
student Impatience erupts into an Executive Council Meeting In
violence which temporarily de- Atlanta where all of the state
stroys any hope of new growth." chairmen met withSUSGA Presi"As a student, I am tired of dent Tom Marshall of Carsonwatching those few adminis- Newman CoUege, Warfleld Is
trators who say, 'play it my ready to put into action his plans
way or get out,' and the few stu- for SUSGA in Kentucky.
dents who cry, 'change It or I'll
destory it!' In many cases adPart of this is traveling to
ministration
stubborness and other colleges and universities
student impatience have only suc- In Kentucky who are not memceeded in college shut-down," bers of SUSGA to convince them
to Join, he said.
he claimed.

On Nov. 8, the Assistant District Attorney of Kentucky Fred
Karem, will come to Eastern to
speak with the SUSGA members.
All of the member schools in Kentucky will be sending representatives to this informal gathering
to become acquainted with Warfield and the council members
here.
In early December. SUSGA is
planning a Joint convention with
the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association in hopes of
attracting some nationally-known
speakers In the political realm
of the news media. This convention will be at Eastern.
Relating SUSGA to Eastern,
Warfleld states: Our goal here
at EKU is to promote a strong
state office and to aid in student, government"
"I would like to commend
those people working with me In
SUSGA for they have shown a
definite concern for the future
plight of students In Student
Government
Associations
throughout the state."
"SUSGA in Kentucky is a'Happening* of the college students. It
is a student reply against violence. SUSGA is a strong voice
In a time of unrest,*' he added.

Eastern's Dr. John Rowlett Elected
Director To Educational Lab Board

WEEJUNS"

ii

HOW SMART YOU ARE!
How comfortable—and how
fashionable ... in genuine
Bass Weejuns® moccasins.
Don't you wish you had
another new pair?

Dr. John D. Rowlett, vice president for research and development at Eastern, has been elected to the board of directors of
the Central Midwestern Regional
Educational Laboratory, Inc.
Dr. Rowlett will be Installed at
the fall meeting of the board in
St. Louis Oct. 23-24. Robert W.
Mac Vicar chancellor of Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale,
chairman of the board, will preside.
CEMREL is oneof 15 educationIs! laboratories in the United
States established under the Elementary andSecondary Education
Act of 1065 to Improve education for elementary and secondary school children of the nation.
Its major programs Include the
development of comprehensive
curricula In mathematics arts
and humanities, and special techniques and curricula for children with learning disabilities.
A native Texan, Dr. Rowlett
received the bachelor and the

B&H SHOE

master of science degrees in In- ing for "Industrial Arts" and
dust rial arts from North Texas "Vocational Education MagaState College, and the doctorate sine."
in education from the University

Dr. Grise 'Unveiled'

* Music

CEMREL's board of directors
is made up of 60 outstanding
educators, civic leaders, labor
leaders, and businessmen from
Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri and
Tennessee.

* Records
* Accessories
CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD
122 Big HID
Luxon Btdg.

■■gEaTaNowi ®
Homecoming Queen Candidate, Vehna Carey
shows new Belgian Linen Purses that match her

FOR 18'S AND
OVER

is dynamite!

THE BEST PLACE

-Time

How To Plan
To Post Graduate

SECURITY
PROGRAM!

/

Making1 big plans for the
years ahead? Then; lfs a
rood Idea to remember that
basic
Financial
Security 1
should be part and unreal of
those plans. Ill be rlad to
Sve yon the facts on how
e Insurance can help

George Ridings, Jr.
CLASS OF 1064
NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Luzon Bldr., Bir Hill Ave.
Phone 623-4038

241 W. MAIN STREET
JOHN D. ROWLETT

"Staggering... I lluminating...
Magnificent I It is the
stuff of now I Young
people...should be
required to see
'Medium Cool'!"-Holiday

Campus Flick

Vchnic<

nwufceHi cow

HELLO EASTERN!
NAME BRANDS & DISCOUNT PRICES
ARE NOW IN TOWN! STOP
AND TAKE A LOOK
College Park
EASTERN BY-PASS
* N.C. Rd., Lexington
* Imp. Plaza, Lexington

Bank Americocard * Masters * Shoppers Charge

TO EAT

BROASTED CHICKEN

-Life

^

^

CHAR BROIL STEAKS &

"Powerful! Born out of
the time of troubles
through which this
nation has been passing I"

*^C SAMPLE SHOES

The Institute is a service
The Institute of Government
at Eastern has offered to hold of the political science departdiscussions on the council-man- ment at Eastern.
ager form of government with
Gunn said the invitation to
candidates seeking election to
the discussions went to candicity offices.
dates victorious in the SeptemRodger S. Gunn assistant pro- ber primary election. The disfessor of political science, said cussions will consider the strucseveral candidates have replied ture and the pros and cons of]
government,
that they will attend the dis- council- manager
Gunn said.
cussions.

II

Monster Weejuns at:

OPEN 10-9
MON. - SAT.

Government Institute
Offers Discussions

IDEAL CAFE

medium cool

Stunning! One of the
best pictures of 1969!"
-Cosmopolitan

Presented Monday

^SJTrved on the faculty *t He Is^tp^id^^theKenThis portrait of Dr. P. M. Grise, former
by the Grise family. It will hang in the Grise
North Texas State CollegebeJbre ^JEZ^t^iSSSFZ
going to Eastern in 1951. While *** Mrvas *» -» consultant to chairman of the English department at EastRoom, Combs Building.
on leave from Eastern to work on various capacities to the U.S. Of- ern, was presented to the University Monday
his doctorate, 1957-59, he was in- flee of Education and other agenstructor of Industrial arts at Uni- cles. He has been a member of
verslty High School, Urbana. On the national advisory committee
his return to Eastern, Dr. Rowlett ,for the National Center for Reheld the successive posts of as-search and Leadership Developsoclate professor, professor, di-ment in Vocational and Techrector of research, dean of thenical Education, Ohio State UniSchool of Technology, 41 Psjnyorslty. and Is now serving on the
Approximately SO attended, In- accepted the portrait, which was
BY PATRICIA CARS.
of the College of AppBJ, ■***■ national advisory committee
Staff Reporter
cluding friends and associates painted by Mrs.ErlkaStrenbergs
and Technology before
the American Association
of Dr. Grise, members of toe of Lexington, and expressed sin--polntment to toe office of vice f~* Rehabilitation Therapy, Inc.
A portrait of Dr. P.M. Grise, English department and the cere appreciation for the portrait;
president for research and deformer chairman of the English chairmen of various departments to toe Grise family. The portrait will be hung to the Grise
velopment in July, 1969.
In addition, he is chairman of Department, was unveiled and in the College of Arts and Room, Combs Building.
•.■
Dr. Rowlett has served as the steering committee for the presented to the University Mon- Sciences.
v
I
vice president of the National Research coordinating unit for day at 4- p.m. in Walnut Hall,
Following President Martin's
Association of Industrial Teach- vocational and technical educa- Student Union Building.
The portrait, which was pre- acceptance of toe portrait, Dr. .
er Educators; chairman of the
, tional. University of Kentucky, Dr. Kelly Thurman, present sented to Eastern by toe Grise Byno Rhodes, professor of EngpubUcattons committee, Amert- ^ la» ^^^ of the industrial chairman of the English depart- family, was unveiled by two of lish, closed the program with a
can Iiriustrtol Arts Assodatton, arts 6Malont ««American Vo- ment, presided at the presenta- Dr. Grise's grandsons, David prayer. After the program, at
tion. He gave a brief introduc- Presley Grise and William Mc- reception was in Walnut Hall.
cational Journal."
tion and presented Mrs. P. N. Corkle Grise.
Grise who made toe presentation
I
Dr. Rowlett Is the author of of the pdrtralt.
President Robert R.. Martin
numerous journal articles and
holds memberships in many professional organisations. He Is a
member of Phi Delta Kappa and
Is listed in Who's Who of America.

MOTION PICTURE
' ATTRACTIONS
HIRAM BROCK
. AUDITORIUM
October 16—Thursday
SUPPORT TOUR
LOCAL SHERIFF
Oct. 17 * 18 — Frl. and Bat.
DEADFALL
Michael Calne, Giovanna Ralli
Erta Portman, Nanette Newman

PHONE 623-9841

RICHMOND. KY.

EASTERN SCHOOL
OF

MICH

October to—Monday
THE MALTESE BD?PY
Dan Rowan, lek Maria
c Carol Llnleey, Robert Reed
October Mail- Tnesrtsy
Ne Movie — AII dubon Film

It is the constant endeavor
or tlie staff ^~
GRADUATES are

October XI — Tuesday
No Movie — Audubon Film
Oct. St 4k 2S — Wed* Than.
I LOVE YOU
<
ALICE B TOELAS
Peter Sellers.
Leigh Taylor-Young
M * tS — rFlday., Sat.
KENNER
Brown, Robert Coete
MadlynRhue
SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS ALL PROGRAMS
Ticket Office Opens 7:3* p.m.
Show Starts 8:00 pun.
njyj Admission 76c
Children (under It) - 50c

Body

SPECIALISTS IN
Waves
* Wide Wave
Permanent Waves

M»°

ASK ABOUT THE
TOTALLY NEW CONCEPT
IN HAIR DESIGN

- PIVOT POINT METHOD 212 SOUTH SECOND

°%

1964

423-5472

w

1

%>u>er<

i

Homecoming
Calendar

CLUB-TIVITY
(EDITOR'S NOTE:
menta for tht» column may
aent to Club-tlvity, The :
Fourth Floor, Jones Building.)
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Moratorium
One of the most discussed
questions was presented by a
"la to continue the war
student who asked: "If the
are now continuing It."
United States pulls out of VietMr. Curtis did not advocate nam, will not the Communists
an immediate pullout from Viet- take over the entire country?"
nam, however. He said that he Sadler answered the questioned
thought an end to the war by quickly--"Who cares?"
late 1970 would be adequate.
Sedler later qualified his stateThe hour
and a half of moot with the explanation that
speeches was followed by aquas- the most important thing to conUon and answer period, conduc- slder right now was the safety
ted by Will Fister, student co- of American soldiers.
ordinator of the program.
The program continued until
A panel consisting of all the 7 o'clock, and included several
afternoon's speakers plus Stud- prayers for peace and for the
ent Council president James V. Vietnam dead,
Pellegrinon answered several While the day of moratorium
students' questions concerning programs did not officially betbe United States and the Viet- gin until 4 o'clock yesterday
nam war.
afternoon,
afternoon several anti-Vietnam
Many of the students who had War pickets posted themselves at
questions or comments wore the steps of the Student Union
black armbands signifying the day Building hours before the proof moratorium.
gram began.

HOMECOMING PROGRAM
Friday. October 84. 1968
7 p.m. — Bonfire. Student Pep Rally
9 a.m. -1 p.m. — Registration. Lobby. Student Union Building
Candidates for Homecomng Queen presented
Work projecta and meeting*
p.m.
- 1 a.m.~—> Homecoming Dance. Student Union Building
em to ha the main concern*1
Football
and Buffet Luncheon tickets available here.
now. of campus organisations
Saturday. October 23
since the year is just fatting
underway.
t a.m. — Alumni Executive Committee Meeting
10 a.nu — Homecoming Parade
#
10:SO a.m. - noon — Coffee for Home Economics Alumnae and
Circle K, a men's service ortheir husbands. Room 108. Burrier Building
ganltatlon.wlll meet today at 5:18 ,J1 a.m. — Concert — Van Peursem Pavilion
p.m. In University 103. All men 11:80 H.m. - 1:30 p.m. — Buffet Luncheon. Student Union
wishing to Join must attend.
11 :S0 a.m. — Veterans Village Reunion Luncheon —
Private Dining Room
Oar Wash
,..1:80 p.m. — Pregame Ceremonies -- Crowning of Homecoming
Queen
... ^^
Delta Theta sol"*r«y w •P00." g p.m. — Football Game: Eastern vs. Western
soring a car wash today
(advance tickets may be ordered from. Athletic Ticket Sales,
B P.m. at the Phillips 88 SerEKU
vice Station on the Eastern By- 4:j0
__ Pogt 0ame Reception — Walnut Hall, SUB
Pass. Charge will be $1.25.
f. g p m _ Buffet Dinner — Arlington
REUNION — Veterans Village Alumni: all former students who
8»ie oh Tonight
lived In Veterans Village
8 pan. 1 a.m. — Dance at the Mule barn
Logos, Eastern's Philosophy
Club, will have a meeting tonight at 7:80 in Moore 107. Assistant Professor of Philosophy,
J. C. Cherrlngton, will speak
on the topic, "Sex Is Dead: The
Moral Implications." Anyone
interested may attend.
Club
'Don Pasquale" Is coming to cron Chi and Kappa Alpha colmeetings are open to all persons
$429.64 last week for
and"will feature "facultyand stud- ■astern Thursday in Hiram lected
ent speakers and open discus- Brock Auditorium at 8 p.m. un- muscular dystrophy.
Pattl Golns, who was In charge
sloas on relevant topics during <*•* the auspices of the Untverof the project, said, "Everything
sity
and
the
Kentucky
Arts
Comtheyear.
went well and we were pleased
mission.
The opera will feature the Ken- with the amount we collected, esSelling Flowers
tucky Opera Association, Morits pecially since it rained."
Everyone collected in the lobBombard, director.
bies
of the dorms Tuesday
Eastern's Penning Rifles will
through Friday but on Saturday
sell flowers beginning next Monthey split their efforts and
day tor Homecoming and have
collected downtown and at the
^XJ'^J^'^Li^S The faculty of the Department corner of Lancaster and the
by-pass.
conttnue through next Saturday. ihabUltatlon ^^ att0nd#d the Eastern
Cheerleader Billi Ratliff seems to be ready to
"Eastern students and the peosprings off the mini-tramp Into a toetouch.
Board Luncheon of the Bluegrass ple of Richmond gave very gengo to the moon on her own power as she
Chapter of United Cerebral Pal- erously.
sy (UCP) at Frankfort, accordPolymathologists (Math Club) lnt to Mr. Weltse do Hoop, chairsee
will meet from 6:80 p.m. to 8 man of the department.
p.m. for a tutoring session next
Governor Louis B. Nunn was
Six Eastern students have been
Monday through Thursday In Ro- me maln spMkcr at the luncheon.
named
to toe newly-formed
ark 108. Anyone needing help Dr# Earl cun^ executive dlBritt's
College
Board>pbnsored(
with math la welcome.
rector of the national UCP preby Britt's Department Store In the
Ed Harbor, a senior History aald. "I've had most of my
sented an award to Mr. Victor
(Continued from Page Six) and Social Science major began experience In that field and
Britt's Department Store In the
Ttanawt Timeflaj
Soholis of Louisville.
working In broadcasting six years la programming."
University Shopping Center.
•••
oes little announcing. She is ago. Then it was only a hobby
Members are Karen Cain, JunHe has also had experience
>rimarily Interested in news and a secondary interest Now la taping commercials, planning
ior, Eddie Mastrean, Senior,
Alpha Phi Sigma (National Po- '
•diting.
he Is working as an announcer work shifts, selecting
music lice Honorary Fraternity) and Beta Omicron Chi Fraternity Merle Metellts, Candlce Moorea,
and io
Is toying
Miss
Brashear
—— —
-— ——-, who
-—~ has
— had
— at
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...««.. MM
iu;i% with
»*«•* the
...» tor
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— shows
—— -- and
— in
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uie Association
nHUCWUUa vt
1J»W EnforceBiiuurcw- and
»"« Theta
*amtm Chi
**u» Colony
vunmy tnvtw
of Law
elected Senior, Charles Hughes Smith,
itortes, poems, and articles pub- idea of pursuing a career in radio doing general promotional work ment are co-sponsoring an Inl- their Dream Girls tor the 1969- Senior, and Ann Varra, Junished In a number of maga- or television.
for stations.
ior.
ttatton Banquet next Tuesday at 1870 school year last week.
•••
sald that there Is a "vast
He began as a radio announcer
"I don't think anyone
7 p.m. in the Blue Room of the
Cathy cievinger was elected
WASHINGTON
— (CPS>—
hlfferent In the styles of writing at WYGO in his home town of any conception of the amount of Student Union Building.
last Thursday evening by the
For reading and for listening. At Corbin, and later became news time and work Involved both on
Enrollment in R.O.T.C. Is showSpeaker for the event will be brothers of Theta Chi.
Ml It was difficult to make the and music director. After three the air and off. The practical Mr. George F. Rabe, Assistant .Merle MetaUts was crowned ing a nationwide drop of 14 per
iltlon."
years, he switched to WCTT- experience Itself Is invaluable, Attorney General. Tickets are$3 BOX's Sweetheart at their su- cent. ^
Although she emphasised toe AM-FM in the same southern This Is usually very difficult per person or $8.80 per couple noal Sweetheart Ball last Saturthat WKEU dees not piny Kentucky town,
to obtain because so many broad- and can be purchased from Mrs. 4ay evening at the Campbell
classical mumffias a numcastors are not willing to give a Joy Brennan in room 804 of the House, Lexington. MiasMetellts
Came In 1988
r of students
seem to beperson a chance to get a first Barrier Building, or from any was presented a Beta Omicron
i, she said that she has
He came to WEKY in August, •tart, Harbor said.
officers of either organisation. Sweetheart pin and a spray
ted to appreciate classical 1968, at the request of RonBoone.
Tickets are limited and will be of red roses by the former sweetilc since she began working who was, at that time, program Mrc SflfllT
sold on a first come-first serve heart, Jane Branch,
it the static Prior to Join- director' and s|»rto'mrector. lvlla. OllCUl
basis.
•••
the staff, she ddn't even Within three weeks. Harbor as- /-,
•
•
j
All faculty members and studiten to classical music, she sumed the duties of assistant COmmiSSlOneCl ants are welcome.
Dr. Wletse de Hoop, chairman
program director.
«f the Department of Special
lbs said that since June she
Conflicts between his class
Mrs. Shirley M. Snarr, assls1 J A
Education and Rehabilitation,
become a more "aware" schedule and his work schedule tant professor In the Department
Interested f
will be co-chairman of a meeting
individual and that working at forced him to resign at WEKY of Home Economics, has been
of 800 special educators from
the station has been a richly In February.
He then began commissioned as a member of Members of the faculty, staff, throughout Kentucky Oct. 81
awarding personal experience
working at WEKU.
the Consumer Affairs Commis- g^ graduate students whoarein- Nov. 1. The meeting will be In
as well as an educational one.
"A non-commercial FMstation 8lon commonwealthof Kentucky, terested In -""g a special for- LouisviUe.
Debbie Perry, a freshman elei entirely different anreading course Jt.Dl\°* f^000 win address specHer torm began Aug. 10 and ^ laaguAge
mentary
education major. Is preach than an AM station," he ^ ^ Ang^ l0 1970.
should call toe Foreign Language lal education students at PikeWEKU's Record Librarian. She said. "An FM station has a_l!Z
_ZL_J
e Collegs next Tuesday.
Department at 688-8996. The
began working in that capacity much easier approach: that is. r%\ \r _,_.„ _ \ 1~U,-. course Is specially designed to
•••
AIpllcl
In June and has since become you talk slower and the pace lsJTl IVaPPcl
help those who are working on
x
w
more relaxed. Work at the AM
so interested in broadcasting
graduate degree prepare for the One sorority, Alpha Delta PI.
that she has given some though station is fast-paced, and you ftnitifltpQ 99
Graduate Reading Examination, and two fraternities. Beta Omlto changing her major. How- worry more about selling your- lllltiaivO **£•
ever, she said she will have to
VtLfJUZJE^ ISSoT ^ ** PI Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
take some radio and television
5K2211 ™r££Jf*..«,.. »e first national social fraterncourses first; she won't make
M
»*
Y «* ■* *****»' **»«
a hasty decision simply because u^SsSLSnenTnft WEK?
- its brotherhood last weekend.
"My
main
interest
in
broadcastof her working environment
Individual initiation was Friday
ing is In news work," *yr ovanlns
and the Instructional ritual Saturday morning In toe First
Christian Church Chapel in Richmond. (President) Tim Lanferaick conducted the initiation during both ceremonies.
Dr. Charles Ross, Professor
of Education in Eastern's ColON EASTERN IY-PASS
lege of Education, was initiated
under special dispensation, and
W. Michael Pahner HI, an AugQ
ust graduate, also was Initiated.
New undergraduate members
are Thomas Allg, Michael Barnard, John Borin, Clayton Burres, Michael Creutxlrger, Dann
Dickey and Ronald Elble,
Also William Garnder, Gary
Greer, James Kennedy, Michael
Lanferslck, Eric
Lindblom,
George Lunlng, Paul McKee,
Michael Nleroeyer, John Sims,
Trent Talmage, Dennis Tarvin,
Tarvln
John Underwood and Donald
Watts.
BY JULIA WILLIAMS
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News Briefs

Up, Up, And Away

'On The Mike' Training

Canfield Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Kroger* Phone 623-4010

tr

Time-for-action
"Sea Hunter"
watch

BURGERMATIC
Hamburgers 18<
French Fries 18<

Chuck Wagon,

Creamy Milkshakes

Submerged or surfaced, "See Hunter" by Caravelle Is the
sturdy, handsome watch that is right in the swim of
things! "Sea Hunter" offers every quality feature needed
in a rugged, masculine watch that can "take it" ...
■ Wafer roslstant to e dtpth of 666 t—t.
■ ftotetabia e/spesd tin*
■ Stalnmss steel case.
Indicator.
m Shock nslttant.
■ 17 /swei prec/s/on
■ Luminous dial.
/novemeof.
■ Unbrtakabf mainspring.

■ WaCrproof strap.

Wherever the action is- it's "Sea HunteT by Caravelle.
Guaranteed by Buiova. $29.95.

CARAVEUfby BULOVA
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
MAIN STRUT

and

WATER STRUT

McCORD

Jewelry*
134 Wast

"WHERE YOUR
CREDIT IS

ALWAYS 6000 ■•

A

v
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Model 8210 All transistor. Superheterodyne circuit. 2%" dynamic
speaker. Uses 4 penlite batteries
or AC. 9 W x 5H" x 2%"

Hodel 6330 Solid State Phsssgrsfh
4 Transistors, 1 Thermistor
2-speed (33%, 45 rpm) phono
Crystal pickup with universal sapphire needle.
3Vi* dynamic speaker
Operates on 4 "D" cells or AC with built-in pi

•apply

Sin: 11V4" x 12VT x 2*"
Weight: 3Vz lbs.
Earphone included

Limited Time AX. or D.C.
A.C. or D.C.
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CORDLESS

At work or play there's a
Channel Master Tape Recorder
that's right for you.
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Medal 8309 Peshbutton Cassetta Raeoritr. 5
matched transistors, 1 diode, 2 thermistors. Capstan Drive: 1% IPS. Combination Recording
Level and Battery Condition Meter. Pushbutton
Controls. Power: 5 "C" calls or optional AC
adapter/charier, Model 6352. 2W Dynamic
Speaker. Built-in Motor Speed Regulator. MlcrcDhone/Remote/Auviliarv Input Jack. Earphone/
External Speaker/Monitor Jack. Weight: 3 KM.
2 oi. with batteries installed. Carrying case,
cassette. Size: 9W x 5" x 2W. Microphone ■
Earphone
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CHAHHEL MASTER® AMPLIFIED
a>

Two transistor solid-state UHF converter

CAMPUS

A

■
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